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RESTOCKING THE NAVAJO RESERVATION
AFTER BOSQUE REDONDO

JOHN 0. BAXTER

1869 A GROWING SENSE of excitement gripped
the Navajo people, spreading from hogan to hogan across their vast
reservation. As the November days shortened, large numbers of
Indians were on the move, drifting into the newly established tribal
agency at Fort Defiance, Arizona. By month's end, more than 7,000
Navajos had assembled near the dilapidated post and set up camp
along the sandy floor of Canon Bonito. Obviously the Dine, as the
Navajo called themselves, expected a momentous event. Under
terms of a recent treaty with the United States, the tribe had been
promised 15,000 sheep and goats as an incentive to peaceful pursuits and eventual self-sufficiency. Signed at Fort Sumner 1 June
1868, the same agreement had allowed the Dine to return home
after more than four years' confinement at Bosque Redondo. l
Delivery of the livestock was long overdue, but Indian skeptics
had been silenced a few. days earlier when the flock, tired and
dusty, trailed into the little fort after a long drive from eastern New
Mexico. As the sun rose on 29 November, the appointed day, a
wave of anticipation surged through the family groups warming
themselves around a thousand camp fires. At last, Agent Frank
Tracy Bennett, whom the Navajo had named "Big Belly," threw
open the gate of the big corral built for the occasion and ordered
the animals penned. It took five days for Bennett to distribute the
flock, but when he had finished, every man, woman, and child
went home with two sheep or goats. 2 Once again, the Dine had
become livestock owners and could look to the future with hope.
When Captain Bennett divided the treaty sheep in 1869, he gave
new life to an aspect of Navajo culture that was already more than
DURING THE FALL OF
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two hundred years old. Since their acquisition from New Mexico's
Hispano colonists late in the seventeenth century, sheep had become much more than a useful economic resource or measure of
individual wealth. Among the Dine, stock raising gradually replaced hunting and agriculture as their primary means of subsistence. Of all the Indian peoples surrounding New Mexico only the
Navajos had made sheep a permanent part of their social structure. 3
Unlike the Blackfeet and other Plains Indians who have a tradition recalling how they originally obtained horses, the Navajos
retain no equivalent historical memory of their first sheep. Instead,
they depend on myth to explain this important event. Today many
Navajos would laugh at a suggestion that there was a time when
they did not have sheep to sustain them. 4 During the tribe's confinement at Bosque Redondo their flocks dWIndled to insignificance, which caused physical and spiritual hardship for the Dine.
Once the Navajo returned to their beloved homeland, sheep apportionment marked a cultural rebirth, a renewal of the Navajo
way of life.
Although Navajo sheep have a long heritage, outsiders seldom
call them handsome. The animals, first acquired through trade or
raids on neighboring Spaniards, were of the churro type, descendents of the stock brought north from New Spain by don Juan de
Onate and his followers in 1598. 5 Long legged and narrow bodied,
the churro was plain, but he soon adapted himself to the semiarid
environment of the Southwest. Somewhat meagre in quantity, his
long-fibred fleece was well suited to hand processing, and all agreed
that the churro's flesh was unsurpassed for flavor. 6
Navajos learned the techniques of spinning, dyeing, and weaving
from Pueblo Indian refugees fleeing Spanish oppression, but scholars disagree whether this occurred before or after the Pueblo Revolt
of 1680. By 1706, Navajo weavers not only supplied their people
with clothing and other textiles but also produced a marketable
surplus for trade' with Spaniards in times of peace. 7 As pastoralism
became more ingrained in Navajo culture, the people spread out
among the multi-colored canons and mesas of their homeland,
following the sheep in an unending search for fresh grass. 8 Eventually this need for pasture forced the tribe into a showdown fight
to protect the region that they loved so well.
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During the second half of the eighteenth century, Navajo relations with Hispano settlers on their eastern flank were marked by
intermittent conflict. As both sides contended for rangeland west
of the Rio Grande, they conducted retaliatory raids, stealing livestock, and seizing women and children who became slaves. Hostilities increased after 1800 when New Mexico's governor Fernando
Chacon granted a petition from thirty landless Albuquerque residents allowing them to establish a new community at Cebolleta,
an area that Navajos used for pasture. In the next sixty-five years
the Dine struggled valiantly to protect the integrity of their homeland, challenging Spanish, Mexican, and United States forces successively.9
When U. S. troops took over New Mexico in 1846, offiGials in
Washington knew little about the Indian tribes that ranged over
the newly conquered territory. Except for a few scattered facts in
the writings of traders and adventurers such as Josiah Gregg, information concerning Navajos was particularly scarce. Gregg had
des~ribed the tribe in the 1830s as a pastoral and agricultural people, numbering about 10,000, who cultivated a variety of crops and
tended enormous herds of livestock. Skillful raiders, they had seriously depleted New Mexico's sheep inventory and were openly
contemptuous of Mexican efforts to curb their depredations. 1.0 Between skirmishes, New Mexicans traded for Navajo blankets, which
Gregg greatly admired. Almost waterproof because of their close
weave, these textiles sometimes brought fifty dollars or more. Later
reports made by territorial officials after U. S. occupation failed to
add much solid data to Gregg's assessment. In 1846 New Mexico's
new governor Charles Bent estimated Navajo livestock holdings at
3',000 cattle, 10,000 horses and mules, and 500,000 sheep. Seven
years later tribal agent Henry L. Dodge, who was Closer to the
scene and better informed, cut the sheep numbers in half to 250,000.
No one really knew, least of all the Indians themselves. 11
Unfortunately, United States authorities had no more success
than their Spanish and Mexican predecessors in establishing a permanent peace with the Navajos. During the 1850s Indians and New
Mexicans continued the old pattern of retaliatory raids. Treaties
were signed only to be broken. Anxious to find a solution, New
Mexico's departmental commander Col. Edward R. S. Canby is-
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sued an ultimatum late in 1861: the Navajos must surrender for
resettlement in some remote location or face extermination. 12
A Confederate invasion of New Mexico early in the following
year delayed implementation of Canby's plans, but they were not
forgotten. Equally determined to resolve the Indian problem his
successor, Col. James H. Carleton, sent a force of New Mexico
Volunteers into the field with orders to give no quarter. Led by
Col. Christopher (Kit) Carson, the volunteers adopted a scorched
earth policy, driving into the heart of the Dine homeland where
they destroyed crops and decimated livestock. Carson's campaign
reached its climax with a sweep through Canon de Chelly in the
bitter cold of January 1864, which crushed Navajo resistance. As
harried tribal members began to surrender, they were packed off
to Bosque Redondo, a reservation in the Pecos valley near Fort
Sumner. 13
Ignoring a host of cultural barriers, Carleton believed that the
Indians assembled at Bosque Redondo could be persuaded td, give
up their warring ways and settle down as self-supporting yetiman
farmers. His project failed, however, partly because the nu~ber
of Navajos gathered on the reservation far exceeded preliminary';
estimates. Graft and poor planning led to supply problems that
were aggravated by crop failures, disease, and a scarcity of fuel. 14
Navajo livestock also fared poorly. In 1866-67 officials urged the
purchase of additional breeding ewes and raw wool to providejfood
and clothing for the tribe while sheep numbers declined to a paltry
940 head. 15 For the pastoral Navajos, the loss was spiritual as well
as material. As Indian morale plummeted, soaring costs forced
Washington to reevaluate the Bosque experiment.
Attempting a new approach to the nation's Indian troubles, Congress named a seven man "peace commission" in the summer of
1867. Led by Civil War hero Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman,
the commission had a mandate to conciliate several problem tribes
and persuade them to relocate in appropriate areas. When talks
began with Navajo leaders at Fort Sumner in the following May,
the tribal delegation expressed an inflexible determination to return home and live again among the mesas and canons where
Carson's men had captured them. No other proposal was acceptable. 16
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Mter lengthy negotiations, a peace treaty was drawn up and
approved by both sides in a formal ceremony. Despite Sherman's
skepticism, Article II ofthe new agreement granted the Indians'
dearest wish, a reservation in Arizona and New Mexico. The government exacted a heavy price for this concession, however, ceding
only a small part of the lands requested. The secondary treaty terms
were also niggardly. In comparison with other tribes who made
treaties with the peace commission at this time, the Navajos were
shortchanged. Nevertheless, the compact did promise annual distributions of cotton goods, hardware, and other necessities for the
next ten years and subsistence for the coming winter in the form
of 500 beef cattle and 1,000,000 pounds of corn. Most importantly,
Section 2 ofArticle XII reestablished Navajo livestock culture through
purchase of 15,000 head of sheep and goats at a cost not to exceed
$30,000.00,17 Beguiled by this seeming generosity, Navajos could
happily ignore less favorable aspects of the agreement. Tribal
spokesman Barboncito declared himself well pleased and that the
new reservation was "more than we ever expected to get."18 .
With the treaty signed the Navajos wasted no time in leaving
the repressive confines of Bosque Redondo. They quickly gathered
their few possessions, rounded up the remaining livestock, and
began the long homeward trek guarded by a military escort under
Lt. Col. Charles J. Whiting. As the returnees moved west, the
sight of familiar landmarks caused increasing excitement. One
member of the party recalled the surge of emotion near Albuquerque when they caught a first glimpse of Mount Taylor: '''We
wondered if it was our mountain and we felt like talking to the
ground, we loved it so.''' They found the Rio Grande still in flood
stage. from the spring runoff, which caused a delay while rafts were
thrown together to ferry women and children, the sheep, and the
weakest horses across the swollen stream. 19 Continuing west on
the Fort Wingate road, the travelers discovered that the Rio Puerco
was also running bank-full, which forced them to use a toll bridge
that Santiago Hubbell maintained. Determined to take advantage
of this windfall, Hubbell demanded five cents apiece for every
man, woman, and child who crossed his bridge plus fees of twentyfive and ten cents for each horse and sheep. Embarrassed for cash,
Whiting had little to offer the obstinate proprietor except vague
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promises of future payment. Two years later Hubbell's claim that
he was due $959.60 for crossing 7,136 Navajos, 4,190 sheep, 564
horses and 14 wagons remained unpaid, still pending before federal
authorities. 20
Within ten days after crossing the Puerco, the last of the Navajos
arrived at Ojo del Oso, site of recently reactivated Fort Wingate,
where they were permitted to disband and go their own way. On
23 July official responsibility for the tribe passed from military to
civil authorities. Reporting the changeover to his superiors in St.
Louis, Maj. Charles McClure, chief of commissary for the District
of New Mexico, stated that the removal had cost $48,729.80 thus
far. According to McClure, the Indians had behaved well on their
way home and should be rewarded promptly with the rations of
corn and beef that had been promised to them. These supplies
were intended to sustain the returnees until they could plant crops
and reestablish their flocks. He also advised that the sheep pledged
by the government be purchased and distributed at once to supplement those brought back from Bosque Redondo. Already some
Navajos had begun trading horses for sheep with local ranchers
and were asking about the stock due them under Article XII. 21
However, government authorities disregarded this obligation until
after the first of the year.
On 13 January '1869, Charles P. Clever, New Mexico's nonvoting
delegate to Congress, started bureaucratic wheels turning with a
letter to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Nathaniel G. Taylor. After
reminding Taylor of the government's obligation, Clever urged that
the sheep be secured before March when the lambing season began. Once the ewes had lambs, the price per head would be higher,
and travel would be impossible for several weeks. 'Quick action was
necessary, or the Indians would lose a year's crop of lambs and
wool. 22
Once started through channels, Clever's recommendation received prompt attention. On 25 January, Secretary of the Interior
Orville H. Browning ordered Taylor to instruct New Mexico's Superintendent of Indian Affairs Jose Manuel Gallegos to proceed
with the purchase. 23 Accordingly, the commissioner drew up a fivepage memorandum directed to Gallegos in Santa Fe that set forth
guidelines for buying the sheep. Reflecting the mood in Washing-
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ton, Taylor emphasized that the total cost must not exceed $30,000.00
under any circumstances. He ordered Gallegos to await further
instructions, if that amount was insufficient to secure 15,000 head. 24
About three weeks later Taylor received a discouraging reply in
which Gallegos identified several problems. First, the season was
too far advanced to advertise for bids, which made an open market
purchase the only alternative. Also, a hard winter with heavy death
losses had caused a rising sheep market. Ranchers were asking
$4.25 per head for quality breeding ewes, but Gallegos thought
that some might be secured at $3.50 through sharp trading. That
figure was still well over the $2.00 stipulated in the treaty. As for
the type best suited to Navajo needs, the superintendent advised
that the government stay with the ordinary sheep of the country,
New Mexico churros, which were easier kept than improved breeds
from the East. 25
Back in Washington, Taylor sought an opinion from J. Francisco
Chaves who had recently succeeded Clever as congressional delegate. Chaves's counsel carried weight since he was an experienced
sheepman whose ancestors had for generations ranched and traded
livestock in the Rio Abajo. He quickly confirmed Gallegos's report,
stating that anyone purchasing pregnant ewes in March would have
to pay a 20 or 30 percent premium "for the bellies," the lamb
inside. Furthermore, if the sheep were bought in the spring, they
would require constant attention until July when the new lambs
became strong enough to ford the Rio Grande,and hit the trail for
the Navajo country. Someone would have to pay wages to herders,
shearers, and a lambing crew. To avoid all this extra expense,
Chaves suggested deferring action until August when lambs were
usually weaned and the next year's cycle began anew. 26 Persuaded
by Chaves's arguments, Taylor decided to put the matter aside
until the end of summer. The thankless task of informing the Navajos about the postponement fell to their acting agent, J. Carey
French. 27
During the next months the new administration of President
Ulysses S. Grant made political changes that transferred responsibility for New Mexico Indian affairs to a new set of officials. Grant's
friend and protege Ely S. Parker replaced Taylor as commissioner.
Maj. William Clinton took over from Gallegos as superintendent
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in Santa Fe, and Capt. Frank Tracy Bennett superseded French
at the Navajo agen<;y in Fort Defiance.
Despite the bureaucratic turnover, the sheep purchase was not
forgotten. Soon after assuming his new post, Clinton heard a rumor
through the military grapevine that Vicente Romero, a wealthy
Mora County rancher and politico, had a large number of sheep
for sale at a reasonable price. Seeking more information, the superintendent wrote to Romero at his La Cueva ranch near Fort
Union. Within a few days he received a reply penned in don Vicente's elegant script offering to deliver 2.0,000 to 25,000 head at
$1.50 each. 28 Cheered by Romero's reaction, Clinton hurriedly
informed Washington of the offer and recommended that it be
confirmed at once. Parker was not impressed, however, and sent
back a testy response. Clinton's procedure had been improper;
government regulations required a solicitation· of bids through
newspaper advertisements. 29 As a result, the deal collapsed, which
forced the superintendent to start over.
To comply with Parker's instructions Clinton placed an advertisement 10 September 1869 in the Santa Fe New Me~ican that
solicited sealed proposals from interested parties. His office was
ready to buy 14,000 sheep and 1,000 goats, including 300 rams
and 100 billies, all to be delivered at Fort Defiance. Unfortunately
the advertisement failed to attract much attention. When the bids
were opened at 11:00 A.M. on 1 October, Clinton had received
only three proposals, all much higher than anticipated. Romero
had raised his price to $2.37 for ewes and $5.00 for rams; W. L.
Lewis and Brother submitted the low bid for the goats-$3.15
straight across. By combining the two offers Clinton found that his
$30,000.00 would buy only 11,996 animals, shortchanging the Navajos more than 3,000 head.
Perplexed, he first wired Parker for advice but then resolved
the dilemma by rejecting all bids on his own authority. At the same
time he wrote to three of the great sheep magnates in the Rio
Abajo, Jose Leandro Perea, his brother Jose Ynez Perea, and Mariano Yrissari seeking new offers. 30 Before any more trading took
place, however, Vicente Romero had second thoughts. Fearful that
the contract might elude him, don Vicente sent his son Rafael to
arrange a compromise in Santa Fe. According to local gossip, the
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elder Romero was short on cash following a recent unsuccessful
campaign to unseat J. Francisco Chaves as New Mexico's congressional delegate. Mter a little dickering, Rafael agreed to deliver all
15,000 sheep and goats at Fort Defiance prior to 1 December for
$2.00 each, a figure satisfactory to all concerned. 31
From Washington, Parker rather belatedly approved Clinton's
actions, closing his letter with a reminder that the contracts and
performance bonds must be executed in triplicate with the proper
Internal Revenue stamps affixed for validation. 32 At his end, the
superintendent informed Captain Bennett that the sheep had left
La Cueva and suggested that the agent send out a crew of reliable
Navajos to help Romero's men bring the flock into Fort Defiance.
While the sheep made their way west, Bennett ordered a new
pole corral erected to facilitate the distribution. On 25 November,
the flock's vanguard arrived at the agency, weary and footsore, and
were turned loose for a few days grazing under the watchful eyes
of several thousand Navajos. To make sure that the animals were
divided fairly, Big Belly gave a cardboard ticket to each Indian,
the same system used for issuing corn and beef on ration days.
During the five day allotment, about 250 head were stolen or killed
from over-crowding, but when the dust settled and the last animals
were counted out, 7,470 Navajos had exchanged their tickets for
two head of stock. Later, Bennett reported that the Indians were
so pleased and grateful that many cried out, "Good father, thank
yoU!"33 After completing the issue, the agent drew up a formal
receipt in conformity with governmental legal procedure. As they
had done at Fort Sumner, Manuelito, Barboncito, and the aptly
named Ganado Mucho came forward with nine others to make
their marks and conclude the transaction.
During the year preceding the sheep distribution, the Navajos
had remained quiet and peaceful, working hard to reestablish themselves in their old homeland. They had raised fairly good crops of
wheat and corn in the summer of 1869 but saved little because of
early frosts and poor storage facilities. 34 Lack of grain surpluses
made them almost completely dependent for another year on rations provided by a parsimonious government. In February, a crisis
occurred when Clinton informed Bennett that there were no more
funds to purchase beef cattle for distribution at Fort Defiance. In
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a bitter reply, the agent pointed out the absurdity of forcing the
Navajos to convert into mutton stew the sheep intended to make
them self-sufficient. Curtailed rations would lead inevitably to renewed thievery followed by military repression. That scenario was
sure to be far more expensive than a few thousand pounds of corn
and beef. Fortunately, Indian Office personnel heeded Bennett's
advice and prevented disaster by borrowing supplies from the military commissary at Fort Wingate. 35 When spring arrived the Navajo
again planted their small fields with wheat and corn, hoping to
assure themselves a dependable food supply. The future looked
even brighter at lambing time as large numbers of lambs arrived
to supplement the tribe's flocks.
.
Bad luck continued to dog Navajo farmers, however. After a
severe setback from a May snowstorm, the new crop was almost
completely wiped out by summer drought and early frosts, which
made 1870 more disastrous than the year before. In August, Bennett predicted that once again the tribe would require additional
winter rations. Only 25 percent of the tribe's corn crop would
mature enough to make "roasting ears. "36
Recalled to military service, Big Belly left Fort Defiance within
six months after submitting the above report. His replacement,
Civil War veteran James H. Miller, arrived 3 February 1871 to find
the Navajos in pitiful condition. Some of them were so hungry.that
they attempted to steal agency work oxen for food. As before, the
army came to the rescue and prevented starvation by making a
loan of corn and beef worth $41,744.49. 37 The summer of 1871
brought no improvement. Despite hard work by the Indians the
reservation's harsh environment blocked new attempts to wrest a
living from the soil.
In contrast, the sheep were thriving. According to Col. Nathaniel
Pope, who succeeded Clinton as New Mexico's Indian superintendent, the Navajo flock had increased to 40,000 head in July
1871. Agent Miller, who lived on the reservation, made a more
conservative guess of 30,000, but either estimate shows an impressive gain: More importantly, the expanding inventory indicated
the significance of sheep in tribal culture. Although faced with
recurrent starvation, most Navajos preferred to hunt rabbits and
gophers rather than butcher their breeding stock. 38

Navajo churro sheep. Courtesy of University of New Mexico Library, Special
Collections Department.
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Once established at his new post, Miller soon realized that ending Navajo reliance on government handouts was no easy task.
After assessing the means available to bolster the tribal economy
and achieve greater self-sufficiency, he offered two recommendations. First, he renewed a proposal made earlier by Bennett for
development of the rich farm lands along the San Juan River seventy-five miles northeast of Fort Defiance. Impressed by the valley's moderate elevation, fertile soil, and irrigation potential, Miller
believed the area might become a tribal breadbasket that could
end forever the danger of famine. In recent years the Navajos had
shunned the region because of its proximity to their traditional
enemies, the Utes, but Miller thought that peace could be maintained by constructing a sub-agency at some appropriate point. 39
Second, the agent strongly urged the purchase of additional sheep
as part of the government annuity goods distributed each fall under
the 1868 treaty. Several headmen had already requested such a
substitution for two thirds of the amount due them. Some Indians
were so anxious to acquire more stock that they exchanged their
previous issue of dry goods and hardware to Hispano neighbors at
less than half cash value. From Santa Fe, Superintendent Pope
strongly endorsed Miller's suggestion in his reports to Washington,
. observing "The Navajos are a stock raising people and prize sheep
above anything that is furnished them by the government." :Both
officials agreed that additional sheep would increase supplies of
food and clothing. Pope also hoped that a wool surplus would
encourage Navajo weavers to expand production of their famous
blankets that were always in great demand. 40
While government bureaucrats considered suggestions from Miller
and Pope, reservation crops failed again in the summer of 1871.
After inspecting farmlands at Chinle forty miles northwest of Fort
Defiance in October, Miller reported a disaster there, adding that
the tribe badly needed extra supplies. 41 After the first of the year
he informed Pope that the seed grain Indians retained for spring
planting had been consumed as food. In February, Miller received
20,000 pounds of corn from Fort Wingate, a week's supply, but he
desperately needed 50,000 more. A month later he warned Pope
that ranchers must keep their stock well away from Indian lands.
Grazing too close invited pilfering by hungry Navajos.42 His fears
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proved groundless, however; somehow the tribe survived another
winter without resorting to thievery.
Goaded by Miller's gloomy reports, officials in Washington began
to show an interest in improving Navajo conditions. In May, Com~
missioner Francis A. Walker approved a purchase of additional
sheep and authorized Pope to accept bids for another 10,000 ewes. 43
Early in June the superintendent placed the required advertisements in the New Mexican and Albuquerque's Republican Review,
which announced conditions for the sale. All animals must be two
or three year oIds, free from blemishes, and subject to inspection
by Agent Miller. Delivery would take place at Fort Defiance before
1 September. Bids submitted must have the endorsement of two
responsible parties as guarantors.
When Pope opened the proposals on 25 June, he found that
Bernhard Seligman of Santa Fe was low bidder, offering to provide
the entire lot at $1.92 1/2 per head. 44 One of New Mexico's leading
German-jewish merchants, Seligman and his brothers Sigmund
and Adolph were frequent contenders for military and Indian supply contracts. Pleased with his bargain Pope asked Seligman if he
could provide another 1,500 ewes at the same price, but the trader
quickly declined. Conditions had changed so that he then faced a
loss on the contract. He had planned to buy Chihuahua sheep for
the Navajos, but that scheme had been thwarted by political instability in Mexico following the death of President Benito Juarez
on 18 July. The subsequent turmoil had forced Seligman to purchase higher priced New Mexico stock for delivery at Fort Defiance. 45 Despite this unhappy turn of events the trader fulfilled his
obligation although he had some difficulty in doing so. Arriving a
few days late on 6 September, his first drove numbered only 7,414
head. A month later Seligman's mayordomo turned over to acting
agent Thomas V. Kearn an additional 2,030 ewes, still about 600
head short of the required number. Federal authorities failed to
complain, however, and issued vouchers totaling $18,179.70 to
Seligman's credit. 46
The 25,000 sheep and goats purchased from Romero and Seligman were the only animals procured for the Navajos with government funds, but the Indians found other ways to enlarge their
flocks. Although forbidden to do so they cheerfully traded off sur-
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plus annuity goods at Cubero, Cebolleta, and other nearby Hispanic villages. The pueblo of Jemez was another contact point
where sheep could be bought with horses or blankets. Some tribal
members exchanged weavings for livestock at Mormon settlements. 47 Occasionally a few backsliders reverted to old ways and
used more direct methods to increase their assets. In August 1870,
for example, thieves struck near Los Lunas· in the Rio Abajo, absconding with several hundred sheep belonging to Antonio Luna,
probate judge of Valencia County. Determined to recover his property, Luna rode into Fort Defiance backed up by a posse of fifty
men, all armed to the teeth. The judge· received no satisfaction
from Agent Bennett, however, who refused to arrest the culprits
because they had apologized and promised not to steal again. 48 Six
months later raiders hit again near Pefia Blanca, seizing stock valued at more than $4,000.00 from Tomas C. de Baca and others. In
an angry letter to territorial Governor William A. Pile, C. de ,Baca
complained that, through official lassitude, New Mexico ranchers
had become mere herders for Indian rustlers. 49 Incidents of this
kind were rare, however,· and high ranking military officers dismissed them as inevitable petty thievery, unworthy of much concern. 50
Contemporary documents offer few clues to the importance of
barter and theft in reestablishing Navajo pastoralism after Bosque
Redondo. Even more difficult to estimate is the number of sheep
retained by Indians who avoided capture. One group of fugitives,
led by Hoskinini, kept their flocks intact by taking refuge in the
vast reaches of Monument Valley where they managed to avoid
white contact for many years. According to oral tradition, Hoskinini
anticipated the tribe's reunion and exhorted his people to conserve
their stock so that one day they might help needy friends and
relations start life anew. 51
Although their exact number remains· a mystery, the animals
hidden away by bands such as Hoskinini's must have contributed
to the startling increase in Navajo sheep in official records from
Santa Fe and Fort Defiance. In his annual report for 1872, Super. intendent Pope wrote that the tribe' owned 130,000 head, a jump
of 90,000 to 100,000 from the previous year. Blandly ignoring the
discrepancy, he described the growth as "wonderful" and recom-
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mended that still more animals be issued in the coming fall. 52 How
Pope and other officials compiled their figures is unclear, but certainly no one made a tally of reservation livestock. Indian office
administrators took the superintendent at his word, however, but
declined to approve additional purchases, depending instead on
nature for future expansion.
Subsequent reports indicated continuing growth but at a more
realistic rate-175,000 head in 1873 climbing to 500,000 in 1878.
Five years later sheep and goats together totaled more than 1,000,000
head. As early as 1876 the tribe again was selling large numbers
of blankets and had accumulated 200,000 pounds of marketable
surplus wool. More significant for cost-cutting bureaucrats, the
rejuvenated sheep industry made the Navajos almost self-sufficient
within .a decade after the 1869 issue. In 1876 the tribe received
only 10 percent of its subsistence from government aid, obtaining
the remainder by its own efforts. This ratio represented a big gain
from the previous year when the Navajo had been forced to rely
on federal assistance for 65 percent of their livelihood. 53
Possibly encouraged by Navajo success, the Office of Indian Affairs initiated sheep programs with two other tribes in 1873. One
was intended to help neighboring Hopis who also had suffered a
series of bad harvests because of adverse weather conditions. After
receiving the customary contract, Santa Fe merchant Willi Spiegelberg, a competitor of Seligman's, delivered 2,200 ewes in the
fall to the Hopi villages eighty miles west of Fort Defiance. Subsequent reports show that the ewes formed the nucleus of a moderately successful enterprise, increasing to 10,600 in 1882. The sale
was less fortunate for Spiegelberg who experienced much difficulty
in collecting his money from the federal exchequer. 54 During the
same year, government officials purchased another 800 ewes for
the benefit of the Yankton Sioux who lived far north of New Mexico
in present-day South Dakota. These sheep remained under the
control ofAgent John Gasmann and were not allotted to individuals.
Gasmann established a weaving room einploying six or eight Sioux
women who learned to fabricate woolen textiles such as flannel.
The project reached its peak in 1875 when the apprentices produced cloth enough to provide material for one dress for every
woman in the tribe. The Yankton sheep program did not last long,
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however. Unlike the Navajos, the Sioux failed to make any cultural
identification with sheep raising. By 1880 the flock had been sold
and replaced with beef cattle. 55
Such experiments showed that tribal sheep enterprises did not
always lead to economic prosperity. For the Navajos, however,
sheep raising provided the means of survival for an increasing
population living in a difficult environment. After the return from
Bosque Redondo the industry had been quickly reestablished as
the basis of Navajo economy through government assistance and
individual resourcefulness. In contrast, reservation agriculture remained hazardous during the last decades of the nineteenth. century. Disregarding the Ute menace, Navajo farmers began to develop
irrigated lands along the San Juan, but many years passed before
the valley reached its full potential. Despite a sustained effort the
tribe was unable to produce sufficient grain in good years to store
up surpluses for the bad ones. So pastoralism became the dominant
element of Navajo culture, in which sheep represented the .good
things in life, not only in a material way but also as a source of
personal, family, and tribal well-being.
Unfortunately, Navajo pastoralism was based on the false assumption that there would always be grass available for the tribe's
multiplying flocks. Searching for fresh pasture, some Indians frequently ignored reservation boundaries despite objections .from
agents and military officials. Conflict for range became more. acute
as settlement on nearby public lands increased. Overgrazing on
the reservation, evident as early as 1883, exacerbated the situation.
In 1890, Agent C. E. Vandever complained of roaming Navajos in
his annual report, adding, "Wherever grass grows, there they think
their sheep and horses ought to graze."56 To minimize trespass
difficulties Vandever recommended cession of additional lands to
the Navajos, a suggestion that Washington followed several times.
Despite the enlarged acreage the tribal land base began to deteriorate rapidly. Eventually overgrazing and erosion led to the traumatic stock reduction program of the 1930s and 1940s, a tragic era
in Navajo history. Thus the very success of the restocking measures
that assured survival in the first years after Bosque Redondo also
made future problems inevitable as Navajo flocks continued to
outstrip the carrying capacity of tribal rangelands.
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NEWS NOTES
The editor and Editorial Board of the Review have selected "CrossCultural Marriages in the Southwest: The New Mexico Experience, 18461900," by Darlis A. Miller, as the best article to appear in the Review
between July 1982 and April 1983. Professor Miller's outstanding essay,
which appeared in the October 1982 issue, is the Review's nominee for
the Billington Award of the Western History Association. Congratulations
to Professor Miller.
The Southwest Institute for Research on WomenIWomen's Studies (University of Arizona) and the Arizona· Heritage Center will sponsor a conference on "Western Women: Their Lands, Their Lives" in Tucson, 1215 January 1984. The conference will have a multicultural focus emphasizing the predominant groups in the Southwest. Deadline for registration is 1 December 1983. For further information, contact Janice Monk,
SIROW, Modem Languages 269, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
85721.
The Center for Great Plains Studies will host its eighth annual interdisciplinary symposium on 15-16 March 1984. The theme this year will
be "European Influences on the Visual Arts of the Plains." Proposals for
papers should be submitted to Jon Nelson, 205 Love Library, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0475, by 15 October 1983.
The Citizens' Committee for Historic Preservation in Las Vegas, N.
Mex., is conducting a survey of the historic architecture of this railroadera boomtown, and has compiled a two-volume study of the work to date.
The two volumes, Architecture and Preservation in Las Vegas: A Study
of Six Districts, and Architecture and Preservation in Las Vegas, Volume
II: New Districts, New Developments, are bound photocopies and are
available for $17.50, including postage and handling. The volumes may
be ordered separately for $10:00 each. To order, write to Citizens' Committee for Historic Preservation, P.O. Box 707, Las Vegas, N. Mex. 87701.
The Historical Society of New MexicO, in cooperation with the Kit
Carson Foundation, will hold its annual conference in Taos, 26-29 April
1984. For information about submissions of papers or suggestions for
panels, write to Spencer Wilson, General and Program Chairman, Humanities Department, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology,
Socorro, N. Mex. 87801.

THE CiBOLA-TIGUEX ROUTE:
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN THE SOUTHWEST

CARROLL L. RILEY AND JONI L. MANSON*

AN INTERESTING ASPECT of southwestern history is the continuity
of institutions from pre-Spanish times into the historic period and
to the present day. One important artifact of human culture for
which generally good physical evidence exists is the roadway or
trail. In the Southwest, a series of trade routes interlinked the area
in late prehistoric times. 1 Spaniards utilized these routes, and some
became foundations for modem railroads and highways. In other
cases modem roads break new ground: their roots are shallow and
do not go back to aboriginal--or, in some cases, colonial-times.
One major prehistoric route extended from the important Cibolan cluster of pueblos (modem Zuni) of western New Mexko to
the Tiguex (Tiwa) groups in the middle Rio Grande valley. Through
this major trade artery, goods flowed back and forth from as far
south and west as the Mesoamerican area, the Pacific Coast, and
the Tusayan (Hopi) pueblos and as far north and east as the eastern
pueblos and peoples of the Plains. The road, with parallel branches
over part of its course, is used today, although now of secondary
importance. The major east-west route in contemporary western
New Mexico has shifted a number of miles to the north and runs
primarily through an area that never saw a regular road before the
nineteenth century.
In 1533, Spaniards entered the lower part of the Greater Southwest for the first time. In the fall of that year, Diego de Guzman,
a kinsman of conquistador Nuiio de Guzman, with a small slaving
party penetrated to the lower Yaqui River in Sonora. Guzman noted
considerable trading activity in the area and followed well-known
trails from central Sinaloa to Sonora. 2
0028-6206/83/1000-0347 $2.10
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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Three years after Guzman's exploration, a remnant group from
the Panfilo de Narvaez expedition entered northern Mexico after
crossing the southern part of what is now the United States. There,
following well-marked trails, this group, led by Alvar Nunez Cabeza
de Vaca, reached a settlement (called Corazones by the Spaniards)
somewhere in the middle Sonora, or perhaps the middle Yaqui
valley. In that area, Cabeza de Vaca and his three companions noted
trade north and south along a major route and gained the first
information about Pueblo Indians in the upper Southwest. 3 Pushing
on, Cabeza de Vaca met Spanish slavers south of Corazones, somewhere in southern Sonora, possibly as far north as the Yaqui valley. 4
He and his companions reported their trip to the viceroy in MexiCo
City where stories of a great, metal-rich civilization to the north
seem to have been circulating. Interest in the new area was so high
that, within three years, the Coronado expedition to the upper
Southwest was launched from the recently established Spanish base
in western Mexico. Meanwhile, the Cabeza de Vaca stories, in
addition to other information coming from Cuba, resulted in a large
Spanish expedition to the eastern United States that Hernando de
Soto commanded. Both expeditions commenced in 1539.
The expedition of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado began with
two probing movements north from the Spanish advance base at
San Miguel de Culiacan. The first, under the command of a Franciscan friar, Marcos de Niza, included a number of Indians from
the lower Southwest and the black slave from the Cabeza de Vaca
party, Esteban. Fray Marcos and Esteban followed a coastal route
northward in the spring of 1539, eventually reaching a settlement
called Vacapa in the Altar-Magdalena drainage of northwestern Sonora. 5 From this spot, first Esteban, and then a few days later,
Fray Marcos, travelled along a trade· route that intersected the
major north-south route at some point in the lower San Pedro or
perhaps Santa Cruz valley.6 Following this route, Esteban, with
native guides, reached Cfbola (the present-day Zuni area) where
he was killed under unclear circumstances. 7 With other native guides,
Fray Marcos followed Esteban and may also have reached Cfbolaat least he claimed to have done so on returning to Mexico.
The friar's glowing reports of a "second Mexico-TenochtitIan" at
Cibola galvanized plans for the Cfbola expedition. Even so, Viceroy
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Antonio Mendoza and Coronado were careful enough to send a
second probe northward. Melchior Diaz commanded this small
party, which left Culiacan in the fall of 1539 and returned the
following spring, after Coronado had committed his forces to the
north. Diaz's scouting party reached northern Sonora and the ruin
of Chichilticale in southern Arizona or New Mexico, but did not
try to cross the mountains to Cibola.
In the spring of 1540 the major Coronado expedition marched
northward in two land parties. Coronado commanded the initial
fast-moving group that included a hundred or so soldiers, Indian
allies, and servants. Several weeks later, the main army followed,
containing most of the Spanish soldiers, the major part of the Indian
contingent, and the stock animals. Both armies retraced Diaz's
inland route, and both passed by Corazones, the nearby valley of
Senora, and Chichilticale. Eventually, the two groups reached Cibola, Coronado in July 1540, and the main army in November. In
addition, a sea party under Hernando de Alarcon was dispatched
to the lower Colorado River.
From Cibola, Coronado sent exploring parties to the Rio Grande,
the edge of the High Plains, and to the Hopi provinces. An expedition under Garcia Lopez de Cardenas attempted to contact
Alarcon, but instead found the Grand Canyon. Diaz led a second
party that managed to get to the lower Colorado, probably via the
Gila River, but this group found that Alarcon had already returned
to Mexico. 8 On the way back to Sonora, where he had been appointed commander of Coronado's important way station of Corazones, Diaz died. The Sonora-Lower Colorado route was not used
again till the time of Father Eusebio Kino, a century and a half
later.
Forty years after the Coronado party, two expeditions, those of
Francisco Sanchez Chamuscado and Antonio de Espejo, penetrated
the Southwest from a different direction. These parties began in
the interior of New Spain and followed the Conchos River to the
Rio Grande. Chamuscado reached Zuni from the Tiguex area of
the Rio Grande, and Espejo journeyed as far west as central Arizona. In 1598 Juan de Onate also entered New Mexico from the
south with a party of settlers and in the same year explored the
entire Pueblo area. During the next seven years, Onate led ex-
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ploring parties eastward into the Plains and westward to the lower
Colorado. After Onate, the upper Southwest never lacked a Spanish
presence except for the short period of the Pueblo Indian Revolt
(1680-92). Throughout the next century, Spaniards generally utilized the network of roads that already linked the Greater Southwest since environmental and terrain feasibility was the same for
Spaniards as for Indians .. These routes continued in use in the
decades following the end of Spanish rule, and, after 1846, Americans adopted most of them.
An important aboriginal route was the great trunk road that
linked Cibola-Zuni-and through it, all the Southwest-with Mesoamerica. A second great route tied Cibola to Tusayan and eventually
to the Padfic Coast. The southern trunk road has long been called
the Camino Real. 9 This series of interlocking trails ran up the we st
coast of Mexico to the Southwest and linked western Mesoamerica
to the Greater Southwest. Several sections of the route are uncertain; it has been argued, for example, that in Sonora major trails
ran through the Sonora valley,1O the Yaqui valleyll or both. 12
No agreement exists as to the route of the Camino Real in the
upper Southwest, although it undoubtedly terminated at Cibola.
Plausible alternative routes for Coronado are shown in figure 1. 13
Proposed route #2 was travelled in later times; for example, Manuel de Echeagaray in 1788 and Jose de Zuniga in 1795 used it. 14
One suspects that this may also have been the "much shorter route"
over which the Opata general, Don Jeronimo, at Bacerac offered
to guide Bishop Pedro Tamar6n y Romeral in 1760. 15
Another well-travelled route ran from the Tusayan-Hopi towns
to Cibola-Zuni, where trade goods from as far as coastal California
were transhipped eastward to the Rio Grande pueblos and south
to the Sonoran area. Along this route went cotton goods, pottery,
shells that originated on the coast of California, shells and coral
from the Gulf of Cortez, and mineral pigments from the Jerome
area of Arizona. But in spite of its importance, a clear indication
of much of this trail is not available. In fact, from the descriptions
and distances, two major trails may have existed. As late as 1664,
Hawikuh may have been regarded as the main Zuni point of departure for travel to Hopi. 16 By the time Diego de Vargas became
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governor of New Mexico in 1692, however, Halona had become
the real center of Zuni country, and the Hopi road ran from there.
Clearly, the Hopi Pueblo portion of the trail from prehistoric
times to the present day followed roughly the route of modem
Arizona State Highway 264. From some point, perhaps as far east
as Steamboat Canyon, the trail angled south and east toward Zuni,
likely following (at least in part) the line ofone or the other modem
Navajo tribal roads. In later times Pine Springs, about fifteen miles
west of the New Mexico-Arizona border and about nine miles north
of Interstate 40, was an important point on the road. 17 Until the
itineraries of the various parties over the centuries are more carefully correlated with placename studies, and until more historical
archaeology is done in the area, this early road cannot be defined
exactly.
.
Perhaps the best-known route in the protohistoric period in the
upper Southwest, and one that formed an axis for a series of radiating and connecting trails, was the trunk route from the Zuni
towns to the Tiguex or Tiwapueblos on the Rio Grande. Via this
route it was possible to reach Acoma, and a trail or trails branched
off to Zia and the Jemez River settlements. From the Hio Grande
the trails ran north to the Rio Grande Keres, the Tewa, and the
northern Tiwa, and south to the Piro and Tompiro region. To the
east, roadways followed the drainages of the Galisteo and Santa Fe
to the easternmost 'rewa, the Tano, and Pecos. From Pecos, the
trails stretched into the Buffalo Plains. Near Zuni a branching trail
ran south and east from the EI Morro area to reach the Rio Grande
in Piro country. At the Zuni terminus, as noted, the Camino Real
extended to the south, and the western trunk route ran to Hopi
and beyond. The Zuni-Rio Grande route was a major link that
helped to bind the upper Southwest (figure 2. )18
The route continued in use throughout much of historic times.
One loop, now followed by New Mexico State Highway 53 around
the head of Bonita Canyon, eventually became the Camino del
Obispo, the Bishop's Road, named because Jose Antonio Zubirfa,
bishop of Durango, travelled over it to visit the outlying missions
at ZunU9 As late as 1853 this road was a contender for the eastwest route of an American railroad,2O Only the exigencies of American-Navajo policy plus the lower grades of a route slightly to the

Figure 1. Early Spanish routes to Cibola.
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north through Campbell's Pass and down the Puerco of the West
led to the establishment, first of a wagon route, then the railroad,
and, finally, major highways along the new route. A somewhat
shorter but rougher alternative to the Bishop's Road segment crossed
the continental divide north of the Bishop's Road and followed
Zuni (Gallo) Canyon from the present-day Grants/San Rafael area
to the rolling country west of the Zuni Mountains. The Zuni Canyon
road diverged from modem New Mexico Highway 53 just north of
San Rafael and rejoined the line of the present-day highway either
in the Ramah area or east of El Morro, depending on the needs
and desires of individual travellers.
That the road followed a well-known Indian trail on the trade
route from the Rio Grande to Cibola is supported by an event that
occurred during the Coronado expedition. A trading party from
Pecos and Tiguex reached Cibola after Coronado's arrival in the
summer of 1540 and guided Coronado's lieutenant, Hernando de
Alvarado, and Father Juan de Padilla to Acoma and then on to the
Rio Grande and the Buffalo Plains. 21 Alvarad0 22 noted a branch in
the road before the party reached Acoma, with one branch going
north to Zia and the other continuing on to Acoma. It is impossible
from such scanty information to be sure where this fork occurred.
In later times a trail ran northward from Laguna, but in 1540 the
trail junction was farther west. Not only did Alvarado seem to go
to the Laguna area after he visited Acom;:t,23 but the wording of
his account indicates a split in the trail much nearer Cibola. One
major question concerns the departure point of Alvarado and Padilla. F. W. Hodge 24 assumed that point was Hawikuh and stated
that the route taken by Alvarado extended
from Granada (Hawikuh) by way of the Ojo Caliente valley directly
to Acoma, which led over a very rough region with abundant lava.
No Zuni Indian of the present time is known to have taken this trail
through to Acoma.

However, Hodge seems to have been in error. Dr. Ester G.
Maring indicates that a very old road angled south and west from
Acoma and skirted the malpais. 25 Branches of this road went to
Zuni and to Zuni Salt Lake respectively. Such a trail is easy footing

Figure 2. Trade routes in the Greater Southwest c.
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but much longer than the route along New Mexico State Highway
53 and lacks water except at a few points. It is a difficult route for
a large party, especially with horses, and likely Alvarado and Padilla
did not use it. According to their account:
We set out from Granada toward Coco on Sunday, August 29, 1540....
After marching two leagues we reached an old building resembling
a fortress; a league farther on we found another one, and a little
farther on still another. Beyond them we came to an old city, quite
large. . . . Half a league farther on, about a league from the latter,
we found the ruins of another city. Its wall must have been very
good, about an estado high, built of very large granite stones, and
above this of'very fine hewn blocks of stone.
Two roads branch out here, one to Chia, the other to Coco. We
followed the latter, and reached the said place, which was one of
the strongest ever seen, because the city is built on a very high
rock. 26

This statement needs interpretation. If Alvarado left from Hawikuh (Granada), he reached the Chia or Zia road after four leagues
plus "a little farther," a distance of about fifteen miles. If he went
east from Hawikuh, perhaps working his way through the Plumasano wash area, he would have reached no farther than about
the line of modern New Mexico State Highway 32. There are ruins
in this area, especially along the ridge that runs south of Ojo Caliente, but nothing as impressive as those described. If Alvarado
marched north and east, toward the main Cibolan settlements,
fifteen miles would have brought him to the Halona area.
Most likely the Alvarado party was measuring not from Hawikuh
but from the Cibolan towns around Dowa Yallane. In such a case,
the four to five leagues would put Alvarado in the Ramah area
where, at a later time, the trail forked, one route going to EI Morro
and onward to Agua Fria Spring and to Acoma, more or less following the line of New Mexico Highway 53. There are ruins in this
general area, although Alvarado's descriptions seem exaggerated.
The other route crossed the Zuni Mountains and Agua Fria Canyon
and proceeded down Zuni Canyon to present-day Grants. The fork
in the trail could have been as far west as Pescado or as far east as
El Morro. Actually, these routes do not lead respectively to Zia
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and to Acoma, for they rejoin a few miles east of Zuni Canyon
where a break in the malpais occurs. Thus, it seems reasonable
that Alvarado with his mounted Spaniards and perhaps a cart or
two may have preferred the flatter and easier road past the mouths
ofAgua Fria and Bonita Canyons. The Indians, on the other hand,
may normally have used the shorter trail down Zuni Canyon. Not
knowing the area and never having visited any of the Rio Grande
pueblos, Alvarado could simply have been confused about which
trail led where. 27
Another member of the Coronado expedition, Capt. Juan Jaramillo,28 also mentioned Acoma on the Cibola-Tiguex trail, calling
it Tutahaco in an obvious slip of the pen. He added little to the
other accounts except to state that Hawikuh was about a nine day
journey from Tiguex, with Acoma half way between. Jaramillo also
described the continental divide, "one or two days beyond [Cibola)."29
The main Coronado party marched from Cibola to Tiguex in
snowy weather. At least during part of the route, the army was in
high country with "junipers and pines, "30 and went by one or the
other route across the Zuni Mountains to Acoma. The only person
not to use this Cibola-Acoma-Tiguex highway was Coronado. Striking off with "experienced guides, "31 presumably Cibolan, Coronado
angled to the southeast to visit Tutahaco, a place that can hardly
be anything but the Piro country.32 Not enough information exists
in sixteenth-century documents to trace this route, but it may be
the same as the "short cut" to EI Paso that Gov. Diego de Vargas
took in 1692. The Zuni advised Vargas to take this road because of
Apaches on the main Zuni-Acoma trail, and the pueblo supplied
guides. Vargas swung south and east from EI Morro and eventually
intersected the line of modern U. S. Highway 85 at Socorro. One
likely route would have taken Vargas by Techado Mesa where there
was water and then perhaps to the Pietown area. Another possibility
would have had him detour further east and intercept U. S. Highway 60 somewhere nearer modern Datil. 33
The expeditions of Francisco Sanchez Chamuscado and of Antonio de Espejo provided better directions for the Zuni-Rio Grande
route. Hernan Gallegos, a member of the Chamuscado party, wrote
of a road "two days beyond their pueblo of Acoma, toward the
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south" that led to Zuni,34 and Pedro de Bustamante, of the same
party, also described Zuni as "located to the south [of Puaray in
the Rio Grande valley], where the people spoke a different language. "35 A chronicler of the Espejo expedition, Diego Perez de
Luxan, gave a more specific account. From his report,36 it is reasonably clear that the group went by way of the marshy lake where
Laguna was later settled, skirted the malpais, and eventually climbed
into the forested high country. After a march of two days plus a
portion of a third, the Spaniards arrived at El Estanque del Pefiol,37
which, it seems clear, was El Morro. The following day they reached
the Zuni River about two or three miles from the Zuni pueblo of
Malaque, or Mazaque (Matsaki), north and west of Dowa Yallane.
Espejo had little to add to this account except that from Acoma to
Zuni it was twenty-six leagues (c. sixty-eight miles), a figure that
Baltasar de Obregon, another chronicler of the Chamuscado ex. pedition, also used. 38 From these accounts it is not clear which
route across the Zuni Mountains was followed, but the twenty-six
Jeagues from Acoma to Zuni indicates the trail up Zuni Canyon is
more likely than the route along the Bishop's Road.
Sixteen years after Espejo, Juan de Ofiate, the first successful.?
European colonizer of the Southwest, made a trip from the Rio
Grande to Zuni in October 1598. Hodge 39 reconstructed the route
and took Ofiate through Zuni (Guadalupe) Pass and on to El Morro,
which Ofiate called Agua de la Pefia. This identification is clear
enough, for seven years later Ofiate camped here again and became
the first European known to have left an inscription.
Following Ofiate's explorations, the route from the Tiguex area
to Zuni was used in the seventeenth century to bring missionaries
to Zuni and to Hopi and to supply them. In 1629 a party of missionaries assigned to Acoma, Zuni, and Hopi set out with a supply
train under the command of Gov. Francisco Manuel de Silva Nieto.
The friars assigned to Acoma reached their destination, and the
rest of the party continued on, travelling ten leagues through the
malpais. They reached El Morro on 29 July 1629,40 but again it is
not possible to say which of the routes was chosen.
Occasionally the Spanish used the trail for less peaceful purposes.
When one of the missionaries at Zuni, Fray Francisco Letrado,
was murdered in 1632, a punitive expedition intended to avenge
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the friar's death passed by and left a carving at El Morro. 41 Another
military expedition reached El Morro on the way to Zuni (and
perhaps Hopi) in 1636,42 but the missions, which had been closed
for a time after Letrado's death, may not have been reestablished
at Zuni until the 1640s. During the latter part of the seventeenth
century, the Spaniards maintained two churches, one at Halona
(modern Zuni) and the other at Hawikuh, with other villages having
visita status (that is, not having a regular priest, but with missionaries visiting at more-or-less regular intervals). In 1680 the Zuni
rose against the Spaniards as did the Hopi and most of the Rio
Grande Pueblos. When Vargas returned in 1692 he made a tour of
Zuni and Hopi, journeying from Acoma to the Ojo de Nacimiento
(Gallo Springs) and then, in two marches of seven to eight leagues,
to El Morro for which he used the modern name. His party spent
the first night in the mountains at a place called Las Pefiuelas. On
this occasion Vargas likely travelled over the alternate route up
Zuni Canyon; his return route to El Paso has already been described.
Following Vargas's successful reconquest of the province, a great
many parties went over the Rio Grande-Zuni route in the eighteenth century. The eastern terminus as in later times was generally
the Albuquerque area. Much of this activity was military or religious
in nature. After 1700, the Spaniards lost control of the Hopi pueblos, and although they made several attempts to remiss ionize the
Hopi, none had any lasting success. In 1716, for example, Gov.
Felix Martinez attempted to regain Hopi. The expedition failed,
but on the march the large military party noted several points along
the route. The soldiers went by El Nacimiento (later McCartys)
and then penetrated the sierra, almost certainly by the Zuni Canyon
route. The distance from Nacimiento to El Morro, which the governor gave as twelve leagues, is about correct for the road via Zuni
Canyon. 43
During the same century Franciscan friars began a series of
attempts to missionize the Navajo and established an ecclesiastical
province (which had no resident priests) called Navajoo, south of
Jemez and north of the Acoma-Zuni road. Franciscans also undertook some missionary activity pushing westward from Jemez, but
for the most part the order concentrated on the Acoma-Laguna-
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Cebolleta area. 44 During most of the eighteenth century Zuni had
one or two resident priests, and so Spaniards used the Zuni road
as the inscriptions at EI Morro so graphically demonstrate. On 28
September 1737, for example, the bishop of Durango, Martin Eli~
zacoechea, stayed at EI Morro where he carved his name enroute
to an inspection of Zuni.
Late in the eighteenth century, Zuni had another important ecclesiastical visitor. Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez, noted for
his famous report on the missions of New Mexico, visited Zuni at
the end of a long trip that he made with the regular missionary at
Zuni, Silvestre Velez de Escalante, to Utah and the Hopi country. 45
On returning to the Rio Grande Dominguez seems to have gone
by the Zuni Canyon route. 46
Four years after Dominguez's journey, Gov. Juan Bautista de
Anza led a military expedition to Hopi country in 1780. Travelling
on what Anza called "the Camino Real to the pueblo of Zuni," the
group marched from Laguna to Nacimiento and to the Gallo Spring.
Then Anza went up Zuni Canyon to the Tinaja (an aboriginal waterhole associated with a pueblo ruin a few miles north and east
of EI Morro), a distance of nine leagues, where he camped. The
following day the group reached Ojita (the Ramah-Pescado area),
a distance of six leagues. After camping overnight the party reached
Zuni, but the governor had ridden the six leagues to Zuni the
evening before. 47
Many other Spanish expeditions to Zuni took place in the eighteenth century, since there were generally Franciscans with their
military support groups in residence in Zuni, and more or less
continuous contact was necessary. In addition, Indians obviously
used the trail, as various mentions of them in the accounts indicate.
In the nineteenth century the Zuni Canyon route was referred to
as the "Navajo trail. "48
Similarly, numerous American exploring parties travelled along
the old routes. For example, Col. John M. Washington set out in
1849 for Navajo country via the Zuni or Gallo Canyon route, striking
eastward from the Ramah area to the Tinaja, across the continental
divide and the valley of the Agua Fria to Zuni Canyon. Lt. James
H. Simpson, who chronicled this expedition, detoured by way of
EI Morro where one of the guides told his men that the branch
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traversing the high flat country east of EI Morro was better for
wagons. Simpson, however, angled north and east to the Tinaja
and Zuni Canyon, following the trail of the main party.49 Interestingly, this was virtually identical to the route that Adolph Bandelier
took some forty years later. 50
Four years after Washington and Simpson explored the area, Lt.
A. W. Whipple directed a survey for a transcontinental railroad
along the thirty-fifth parallel. Reaching "Hay Camp" near modern
San Rafael, Whipple wrote:
This valley divides, one branch heading near the Camino del Obispo;
and several miles above, another valley, the Canon del Gallo, occurs,
which begins in the Zuni Pass. . .. A trail for pack-mules from Zuni
to the Ojo del Gallo, at the mouth of Canon del Gallo, threads
through this gorge.
The route by the Camino del Obispo is more difficult and will
require an ascending grade of eighty feet per mile, and a tunnel at
the summit of about three-quarters of a mile in length. 51

In this preliminary report, Whipple gave serious consideration
to the Bishop's Road as the railroad right of way, despite the need
for a tunnel. Indeed, the main survey party took this route. 52 However, after additional consideration, a more northerly route won
out:
The wagon route through the Obispo Pass and along the Zuni river
... is fertile, but unfavorable for a railroad, on account of the high
altitude at which the Sierra Madre was crossed, and the necessity
of a tunnel at that place. The grades through Campbell's Pass and
along Rio Puerco of the west are highly favorable. 53

Whipple was not the first to take note of this "new route" by
Campbell's Pass and Ojo del Oso. Col. A. W. Doniphan, in his
abortive attempt to treat with the Navajo in the late fall of 1846,
travelled this way. 54 Also, an inscription on a Simpson-Kern map
(1849) noted "a wagon route connecting Canoncito Bonito with Ojo
del Gallo, is said to exist, having a a [sic] general direction like
this; but of its particular location and character Lt. S. knows nothmg. "55
o
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Colonel Washington had passed by Canoncito Bonito en route
to Zuni from Canyon de Chelly, but two years later in August 1851
Col. E. V. Sumner marched from Santo Domingo with six companies of men to found Fort Defiance at the Canoncito Bonito. In
October of that year, he sent additional wagonloads of supplies to
this new fort. 56 The demand for a road through Campbell's Pass
built up rapidly thereafter, especially when Whipple recommended
the railroad be built along the new trail that ran up the valley of
the San Jose and over the gentle summit to the Puerco of the West
and the Little Colorado. 57
Although it was the railroad that changed the centuries-old pattern in this area, it was almost three decades after Whipple's survey
that the railroad arrived. Meanwhile, with the establishment of
Fort Fauntleroy (later Fort Lyon) in 1860 at Ojo del Oso, and
especially after Fort Wingate was relocated to the same area in
1868, a wagon road followed this route. With the coming of the
railroad in 1882, the Wingate valley route became the major eastwest thoroughfare in New Mexico.
During this period, the Bishop's Road was not entirely neglected.
Between 1857 and 1859, E. F. Beale (an ex-naval lieutenant) led
several parties pioneering a wagon road along the thirty-fifth parallel from New Mexico to California. 58 In addition, around 1860,
the route served for a short time as a segment of the stage line
from Santa Fe to Prescott. This line led up the Jemez valley, running from Santo Domingo to San Ysidro, then looped southward,
intercepting the Zuni-Rio Grande road at San Mateo. From there
it followed the Bishop's Road with stops at Agua Fria and Ramah
before reaching Zuni. But by 1870 this route had been shifted
north to the Wingate valley. 59
By the 1880s the Campbell's Pass route was clearly paramount
. to general transportation east and west through central New Mexico. The factors that had encouraged a routing through Zuni were
no longer as important as in previous times; Zuni had ceased serving
as terminus of the southwestern trade network and was no longer
a necessary way station on the route to Hopi in a hostile Apachean
world.
However, the most important reason that the Campbell's Pass·
route-virtually unused before the mid-nineteenth century-be-
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came the highroad through western New Mexico lies in the shifting
relationships of New Mexico with the outside world. The Zuni route
was important in prehistoric times in part because it linked the
upper Southwest to the great Mesoamerican world and to the Pacific and in Spanish times because Zuni was the gateway to Hopi
and the potentially mineral-rich area of central Arizona. For Americans during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Campbell's
Pass and the Wingate valley were small links in a great transportation chain that tied the cities of America's industrial east and
agricultural midwest to California and the Pacific. The railroad
pioneered this route; next came the famous "Route 66" and, in its
time, Interstate Highway 40.
The alternate routes to Zuni increasingly became roads that served
local populations: Zuni pueblo, the Mormon settlement at Ramah,
and scattered ranches and timber camps in the Agua Fria, £1 Morro,
and Pescado areas and in the Zuni Mountains. In the twentieth
century, £1 Morro has become a considerable focus for tourism.
The building of a state highway and its subsequent paving have
guaranteed continuity of the major aboriginal route from CibolaZuni to Acoma and to Tiguex, and its colonial descendant.
This route and the other pre-Columbian trails formed a network
originally built to promote trade. They promoted far more, serving
to link the Southwest in a web of social, political, and religious
relationships. The Spaniards, interested in trade/tribute but especially in religious and political administration, built onto the
existing network, and contributed to the unity of the Southwest.
Only with the arrival of the Americans did the Southwest become
a part of a very different culture world. The Americans pioneered
new roads, often in virgin territory, but they also maintained many
of the ancient routes to serve local or regional needs. The Campbell's Pass route is, perhaps, the best example of the new order,
while the Bishop's Road represents the old.
NOTES

*The authors wish to thank Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins of Santa Fe for details on
Bishop Zubirfa and on the Bishop's Road and Dr. Joseph A. Tainter ofAlbuquerque
for information on the Zuni Mountain region.
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THE BATTLE OF PERALTA

DON E. ALBERTS

By

SPRING 1862, THE GREAT BATTLES of the Civil War that had
been and were being fought in the major theaters began to affect
more and more Americans living east of the Mississippi. Although
not nearly so pronounced, the impact of the war also spread to
New Mexico Territory during the same period. Residents enlisted
in volunteer regiments or were enrolled in local militia units. When
their enemies arrived, many of these amateur soldiers, as well as
territorial officials, got an excellent though fleeting view of the
destructive potential of nineteenth-century warfare. Other New
Mexicans, residents of the towns and villages along the Rio Grande
valley, often experienced that destruction also, among them those
living in Peralta, some twenty miles south of Albuquerque.
At the time of the Civil War, the village of Peralta included, as
it does today, some two miles of adobe buildings and field enclosures; cottonwood groves, and irrigation ditches. Also included was
a residence belonging to the territory's chief executive, Gov. Henry
Connelly. A wealthy merchant and long-time resident of New Mexico, Connelly had married SeflOra Dolores· Perea, widow of former
governor Mariano Chavez. In the process, he acquired extensive
land holdings in the Rio Grande valley. Among those holdings were
the large house and adjoining fields just north of the main village
area and church at Peralta. Twin rows of huge cottonwoods lined
. the lane leading up to the plantation-like mansion and outbuildings.
(The stumps of these trees are still visible along part of the lane,
although the house was eventually torn down to make way for more
recent residences and businesses. 1) Despite being near the Camino
Real, the main road south from Albuquerque and Santa Fe to the
Mesilla Valley, the Connelly residence was almost untouched by
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the effects of civil war. 2 Untouched, that is, until April 1862, when
it became the site of the Battle of Peralta during the final stages
of the Texan invasion of New Mexico.
The Texans were troops of the Confederate Army of New Mexico,
better known as the Sibley Brigade. Brig. Gen. Henry H. Sibley,
a former Regular Army officer in the territory, proposed to capture
and occupy New Mexico. He would then continue northward to
bring the Colorado mining districts under Confederate control.
Thereafter, Sibley planned to march westward to the Pacific, securing southern California seaports. In the process, he also planned
to recruit disaffected Mormons in Utah Territory, as well as New
Mexicans, whom he thought to be equally disenchanted with the
federal government. To carry out this ambitious plan, General Sibley recruited a brigade of Texans, approximately three thousand
mounted men, and marched from San Antonio to the Mesilla Valley
in late 1861. 3
During February 1862, Sibley's men fought their way past Federal forces at Fort Craig, south of Socorro. They defeated Col.
Edward R. S. Canby's mixed force of U.S. Regulars and New
Mexico Volunteers at the Battle of Valverde, but failed to destroy
Canby, who retreated to the security of Fort Craig. Having won
little, and with rations running desperately short, the Texan command continued north, occupying Socorro, Albuquerque, and Santa
Fe within a month and forcing the governor and territorial officials
to flee to the protection of Fort Union, near Las Vegas. Even the
territory's larger towns could not support the Texans for long; Sibley's hungry men cleaned out Albuquerque and Santa Fe, then
advanced eastward toward Fort Union, military supply center for
the Southwest. 4
Enroute to Fort Union, along the Santa Fe Trail, the Confederates ran into more Federal troops than they had bargained for.
A mixed force of Regulars and the First Colorado Volunteers met
and defeated the Texans at the Battle of Glorieta on 28 March 1862,
burning the Rebels' supply wagon train in the process. 5 With no
significant reinforcements available, Sibley was faced with the prospect of starvation or retreat to Texas; he decided on the latter course
and prepared to start south. 6
Sibley naturally believed he would have to fight his way back
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through the forces at Fort Craig. That prospect was grim enough,
but while still recuperating at Santa Fe after the Battle of Glorieta,
the Texans learned that Canby, leaving Col. Kit Carson and his
New Mexico Volunteers to guard Fort Craig, had come north to
Albuquerque with approximately twelve hundred men and four
cannons-a force only slightly inferior to the ehtire remaining Confederate numbers. Canby also ordered Federal forces around Fort
Union, another twelve hundred troops, to march rapidly south and
join him. 7 After making a diversionary demonstration toward Albuquerque and firing on Confederates guarding the few supplies
still stored in the town, Canby took his men east through Tijeras
Canyon and joined the Fort Union troops near the village of San
Antonio (Cedar Crest). Federal soldiers were elated with their
recent success at Glorieta and looked forward to final victory over
the Texans when they next met. 8
Colonel Canby wasted little time in the mountains east of Albuquerque and moved his command, numbering about twentythree hundred men with an additional battery of artillery from Fort
Union, after Sibley. By late afternoon on 14 April, the Union troops
emerged from Tijeras Canyon and could see the Rio Grande glistening in the distant valley. After a quick dinner, they marched all
night southwestward along the old road that crossed present-day
Kirtland Air Force Base and the Isleta Reservation. Aided by' mild
weather and bright moonlight, Canby's men covered thirty-six miles
that day. By three o'clock the following morning, they finally left
the sand hills and camped in the bosque bottomland about one
mile northeast of Peralta, near the Connelly mansion. 9
What greeted the Union men was, literally, music to their ears.
The Texans were at Connelly's, and their officers were celebrating
departure from despised New Mexico with a wild celebration. "The
sound of revelry by night" was clear to Canby's men, along with
raucous fiddle music and the occasional crash of glass and wood
from the governor's house. One Union artillerist, Lt. J. M. Bell,
remembered that "the sounds of the fandango carried into the
morning hours," and that "all was merry as a feast within the dark
outline of the town, just growing visible in the gloomy light of
approaching day." No Confederate outposts or sentries were en-
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countered, and the Union troops awaited the dawn in anxious expectation of a surprise victory over their enemies. 10
The Confederates near Peralta were actually Col. Thomas Jefferson Green's Fifth Texas Mounted Volunteers, approximately five
hundred men, or about one-third of Sibley's force. The other Texans
were camped on the west side of the Rio Grande, near Los Lunas,
three miles from Peralta. 11 Hurriedly evacuating Santa Fe on 8
April, Sibley then abandoned Albuquerque four days later, shortly
before Canby marched from the mountains. After burying eight
small howitzers for which they had no draft animals, most of the
Confederate troops crossed the river by ferry· and ford, near the
present-day Barelas Bridge south of Albuquerque's Old Town.
Progress along the sandy roads was slow, and Colonel Green de~
cided to march his regiment south along the east side of the Rio
Grande, parallel to Sibley's other units, and rejoin after crossing
at a good ford near Peralta. Green found himself near the governor's
house at nightfall on 14 April and decided to camp there and·cross
the following morning. Usually an excellent commander, Green
was negligent that night, as were his tired, sick, and dispirited
men. Separated from Sibley by a 'high, swift-running river, the
Fifth Texas was unaware that Canby's impatient soldiers waited
nearby. 12
How completely Canby surprised the Texans became apparent
at dawn. His bugles, then his cannons, shattered the early stilliless,
startling Union and Confederate soldier alike. Lieutenant Bell could
"imagine the hurrying to and fro in that little Mexican town, the
terror of the quick transition from the hilarities of the night to the
sternness of the day. "13
The Federal troops assumed that there would be an immediate
assault by infantry and cavalry, supported by the artillery posted
to the east and north of the governor's mansion. Canby, however,
thought that the ground the Texas troops held was too strong to
be taken easily, even though his men outnumbered the enemy
about five to one. The ditch banks and low adobe walls enclosing
fields around the Connelly residence and outbuildings formed strong
natural fortifications. Several Confederate cannons were within this
maze of fields, but Canby's men were confident of success and
clamored for permission to attack the Texan positions. 14
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Their attention was almost immediately diverted to the north,
however, where a Confederate supply train approached Peralta
from the direction of Albuquerque. Consisting of seven heavily
laden wagons, the train was escorted by a detachment of Texans
with a mountain howitzer. When a party of mounted Colorado
Volunteers galloped across the bosque to intercept this force, the
Texans stopped to defend themselves, but were forced either to
surrender or take "leg bail" after the Colorado troopers charged to
within fifty feet of the wagons and cannon. One Union man was
mortally wounded, and four Confederates were killed in the skirmish, which saw the wagons captured and the howitzer turned
against its former owners. 15
As the Colorado Volunteers returned from this fight, an independent company of New Mexico Volunteers (Graydon's Spy Company), led by flamboyant Capt. James "Paddy" Graydon, dashed
into Peralta, fired a few shots, and retired. Canby then opened a
furious artillery fire on the Texans around the governor's house.
The cannonade looked and sounded grand, especially the firing of
a large twenty-four pounder howitzer, but the soft ground and
adobe walls absorbed much of the impact of shot and shells. The
Texans were not hurt, and Green responded with a barrage of his
own, which killed two of Canby's soldiers and several draft animals,
but otherwise accomplished little. 16
Infantrymen from both sides exchanged musket shots at long
range throughout the day, but Canby decided not to risk a direct
attack on the Connelly mansion. At mid-day, he sent separate columns under Colonels Gabriel Paul and John Chivington around to
the north and west of Peralta to prevent reinforcements arriving
from Sibley. These troops skirmished with Green's men during this
encircling movement, and marching south near present-day West
Bosque Loop, they turned back a relief column that Sibley led,
just as it was emerging from an icy river crossing. There was little
action, however, except for the continuing crash of artillery. One
Colorado trooper claimed the Union cavalrymen were "always about
to do something but never doing it. "17
The Confederates were untrained gunners, and their artillery
fire on the Union troops moving around their positions typically
went over the heads of Canby's men. In addition, the Texans had
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expended most of their explosive shell ammunition earlier during
the campaign and, with few exceptions, had only solid shot to fire. 18
Such shot was not very effective against troops, and as a result, no
more Federals were killed during the battle. Likewise, the Texans
reported only two wounded in addition to those lost during the
morning wagon train attack. Both sides were showered with limbs
and branches, however, as cannon fire shattered the cottonwood
groves north of Peralta. 19
Meanwhile, the remainder of Sibley's Confederates across the
Rio Grande were not idle. They were the remaining troops of the
Second, Fourth, and Seventh regiments of Texas Mounted Volunteers, about one thousand strong. Leaving their camps at Los
Lunas early in the morning and marching south, they were soon
overtaken by a courier from Peralta, who informed them of the
Federal attack on the Fifth Texas. The force immediately countermarched, left their supply train and four small howitzers with a
wagon guard at Los Lunas, and by mid-day advanced northeastward
toward the river. Led by General Sibley and their commander,
Col. William Scurry, the dismounted troopers of the FourthTexas
regiment waded the icy Rio Grande. This was the relief column
that Union forces stopped as they proceeded around to the north
and west of Peralta. Without making any vigorous attempt to unite
with Colonel Green's besieged men, Sibley promptly recrossed the
river, leaving the relief forces to guard the ford over which <they
had just passed. 20
During early afternoon, the men from both sides ate and slept
on the line of battle during a lull in the firing. Sibley's failure to
relieve the isolated Texans left them in a precarious position at
Peralta. Outnumbered and outgunned, Green stuck to his position
in and around Governor Connelly's mansion and fields. One Fifth
Texas soldier recalled being "taken from one position to another
several times during the day," and that "our position was a strong
one .... "21 The Texans desperately needed to avoid defeat until
night would bring the opportunity to withdraw west of the Rio
Grande.
Nature, however, relieved their worries about two o'clock in the
afternoon and ended the Battle of Peralta. Out of the southwest
came a furious New Mexico dust storm. One Union participant
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described the effect as "one solid cloud of moving sand and dust
in which one could scarcely breathe," while a Texan opponent
remembered that "the wind was blowing clouds of dust through
the town and obscuring the view in every direction. "22 New Mexicans present were probably less impressed, but further operations
were impossible, and under the cover of the storm, which lasted
until after dark, Green withdrew his men and equipment across
the river and rejoined Sibley. Late that night the last Texans, wet,
cold, hungry, and sleepy, straggled into Los Lunas· on their way
out of New Mexico. 23
Behind, they left a shambles of buildings and groves in and north
of Peralta. In the center of the battle, the Connelly house was sure
to have received serious damage from the Federal artillery and
musket fire, in addition to that inflicted during occupation by the
Texans. Ditch bridges, field enclosures, and outbuildings around
the mansion were battered. Several houses in Peralta were also
damaged by artillery fire that passed over its intended targets.
Union cavalrymen noticed one such dwelling as they rode through
the village following the Confederate withdrawal. Dismounting to
inspect the damage, a Third Cavalry officer found a whiskey bottle
and three half-filled glasses on a recently vacated table inside the
house. A twelve-pounder solid shot had penetrated the adobe wall
near the table, and the owners of the whiskey had apparently taken
to their heels. The cavalrymen finished what was left before scouring the village for any remaining Texans, and probably any remaining whiskey. They found several wounded Southerners left in
a nearby makeshift hospital. 24
Governor Connelly was naturally pleased with the military results of the Battle of Peralta, but he was furious about destruction
of his property by the Texans. After returning territorial government to Santa Fe, Connelly visited his mansion a month after the
battle. He claimed more than $30,000 worth of damage to his
residence and surrounding property. The Texans were, the governor claimed, "devoted to the destruction of everything of value
about the premises. The same would have happened . . . to my
neighbors of Peralta had it not been for the timely arrival of General
Canby... ;" He was especially incensed over destruction of household goods and furniture, for which the Texans could have had no .
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use, and over damage to the nearby village. 25 It was some time
before Henry Connelly was sufficiently calm to see these sacrifices
as part of the final Union effort to rid New Mexico of its Confederate
invaders.
The last battle of the Civil War in New Mexico thus ended undramatically-one of the least bloody on record. Colonel Canby's
force followed the Texans down the Rio Grande and out of the
territory without further conflict. Besides the dead, the wounded,
and the debris, the Battle of Peralta resulted in considerable criticism of Canby and his conduct of the campaign. Since the battle
was essentially an artillery duel, Federal infantrymen and cavalrymen played little part and in frustration condemned their chief
as a coward or traitor. Some even claimed that Sibley and Canby
were related or were old comrades, although they were mistaken
on those as well as on the other counts. 26
Canby realized that if he captured the entire Texan force, which
he could have done, he would have to feed and care for the· prisoners. With his own men already on reduced rations, and with the
Rio Grande valley stripped of food and forage, the Union commander was unable to provide subsistence for any large number
of captive Confederates. 27 The wise and prudent course, therefore,
was to hurry the invaders back to Texas, and that he did.
Sibley'smen reached the Mesilla Valley and Fort Bliss areas
during the last days of April 1862. There, they gathered their
strength and what meager supplies remained. During June, in
small detachments so as not to deplete limited water sources along
their route, the Texan survivors began a slow, grim return to San
Antonio, straggling into that city during late summer, having left
approximately one-third of their number behind as casualties or
prisoners. In summarizing their New Mexico campaign, Governor
Connelly observed, "This is the second invasion our Territory has
suffered from Texans, both of which have proved equally disastrous
[to them], and it is hoped we will never witness another. "28
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NUEVO MEXICANOS AND THE WAR OF 1898

GRAEME S. MOUNT

[1898], the United States was compelled
to wage war [against Spain]. ... New Mexico bore no unimportant
part; her sons responded to the president's call for volunteers with
an alacrity not equalled in any other section of the country.
WITHIN THE PAST YEAR

Message of Gov. Miguel A. Otero to the
33rd Legislative Assembly of New Mexico,
16 January 1899. 1
The people of New Mexico have always had a soft spot for Spain,
for which they feel an affectionate reverence.
Toast of New Mexican Lt. Gov.
Ezequiel C. de Baca, on the occasion of a visit
by Spanish diplomat Juan Riaiio, Spanish minister
in Washington, to Santa Fe in 1913. 2
The sons of New Mexico, like a single man, arose and said: "We are
the descendants of Spaniards, it is true, but we owe our allegiance
to one flag and one government. Therefore, in this war as in others,
we shall support our government and we shall defend the flag." The
sons of New Mexico marched to the front, and from Cuba to the
Philippines the blood of the sons of New Mexico was shed in defense
of the flag and for the honor of our nation.
.
Campaign speech of successful Republican
gubernatorial candidate Octaviano Larrazolo, 1918. 3

There is no shortage of literature on the Spanish-American War,
whether by participants, contemporary observers, or historians of
later generations. 4 New Mexico's part in that war, particularly through
0028-6206/83/1000-0381 $1. 60
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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the Rough Riders or First United States Volunteer Cavalry, has
also attracted attention. 5 However, there is an absence of scholarly
study of Nuevo Mexicanos (Hispanic New Mexicans) and the way
they reacted to the military campaign in 1898. Did these sons of
America want to oust the European master, Spain, from one of his
last strongholds in this hemisphere? Or, did these conquered and
unassimilated people sympathize with yet another group of Spanish-speaking people forced to challenge the military might of the
United States?
It is not easy to determine reactions of Nuevo Mexicanos to the
Spanish-American War because they have left limited written evidence and were rather heterogeneous. Nor were the values of the
Hispanics of northern New Mexico (from Bernalillo County to the
Colorado border), descendants of Spaniards and Mexicans who had
moved to the region before 1846, necessarily similar to those of
more recent arrivals from Mexico. Lacking statehood, New Mexico
lacked senators in Washington, and the New Mexican observer in
the House of Representatives was an Anglo. Moreover, when New
Mexicans voted in 1898 and 1900, President William McKinley's
foreign policy, American expansionism, and the war in the Philippines were not the only issues. Personalities, monetization of
silver, and traditional political allegiances were also important.
Nor can one assume that Nuevo Mexicanos necessarily shared
the opinions of other Hispanos in the United States. One scholar
has found that conquered Tejanos were considerably more resentful
of United States rule than were Nuevo Mexicanos. Until 1846, says
Robert Rosenbaum, the Rio Grande was a unifying force among
the many towns along its banks. Suddenly it became an international boundary, to be crossed only under controlled conditions.
No longer could a person take a gift to a relative on the other side
or sell his produce there without permission from a customs officer.
There was no such problem in New Mexico. 6
It is safe to conclude, however, that with some notable exceptions, New Mexico's Hispanic residents tended to be neutral during
the 1898 war, either through an indifference bred in isolation from
conflict or through a sense of divided loyalty. When the country
of their ancestors, Spain, was fighting the nation where they lived,
it must have been no easy matter to choose sides. On the basis of
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the documentary evidence, it appears that few made a decisive
decision.
Still, from the outset New Mexico's Hispanic elite-prominent
and influential leaders in politics and public administration, business, and journalism-was more supportive of the war effort than
were the rank and file. Some were sufficiently sophisticated that
they could see the conflict as one of tyranny versus freedom rather
than as one of Spain versus the United States. Because their families
had lived in the New World for generations, these Hispanics had
more personal contacts in the United States than in Spain; and
because they had been successful, they tended to think well of the
United States. Few people of influence actively opposed the American war effort, let alone endeavored to frustrate it. At most, before
the fighting started, certain ones expressed doubts whether a war
for the liberation of Cuba was really necessary or desirable. Once
the United States was at war, however, they silenced their doubts.
How many Nuevo Mexicanos belonged to the elite in 1898?
According to the Census of 1900, New Mexico had 53,931 whites
of Spanish background born in the Un:ited States but who could
not speak English. This group constituted 51.1 percent of the American-born, Hispanic population of New Mexico. 7 Bilingualism and
literacy in English and Spanish were necessary tickets for admission
to the elite by 1900, and most influential people were residents of
Las Vegas in San Miguel County, Santa Fe in Santa Fe County,
Albuquerque in Bernalillo, and Las Cruces in DoiiaAna. Influential
members of the elite were, because of prevailing mores, male and
adult and over the age of twenty-one. The number of United Statesborn, literate (in English, Spanish, or both) white males twentyone years of age and older in those four counties in 1900 was
12,456. 8 Some of these 12,456 were Anglos, some were senior
citizens, and others were too young to have become influential.
Yet others, given human nature and the composition of society,
were followers rather than leaders. Society can absorb only a finite
number of editors, lawyers, administrators, and men who own their
businesses. Even if one were to include wives and children of
influential males as members of the elite-and many Hispanos had
large families-it is probable that fewer than 10 percent of New
Mexico's 105,548 Hispanic residents of 1900 belonged to the elite.
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One elitist Hispanic who wholeheartedly supported the American war effort was Gov. MiguelA. Otero (1897-1906). Responsible
for recruiting troops within New Mexico, he worked enthusiastically to discharge that obligation. The son of an Anglo mother, and
himself a man who had received most of his formal education outside New Mexico,9 Otero was hardly typical of most Hispanics. Nor
was he dependent upon them. An appointee of President McKinley
and not an elected official, Otero was primarily responsible to the
president, not to New Mexican voters. Nevertheless, in pursuit of
his war policy, Otero encountered little, if any, opposition from
Hispanos, nor with benefit of hindsight did he recall significant
opposition. At a later date, when he was running for public office
and needed Hispanic votes, he listed among his achievements the
organizational work he had undertaken during the Spanish-American War. 10 His memoirs indicate that he was proud of what he had
done,l1 and he considered his activities assets, not liabilities.
From the beginning of the war of 1898, Otero favored the expansion of the United States. In May 1898, when the conflict against
Spain was underway, he wrote:
There is no doubt ... but what Spanish blood courses through
the veins of many an American citizen to-day, but I do not believe
that that fact should justify an American citizen in upholding the
actions of Spain.
It is true also that Spanish blood courses through the veins of the
Cubans as well as the insurgents in the Philippines, but this is a
war against the inhuman treatment accorded them by the Spanish
government. 12

In the aftermath of the war of 1898, Otero defended the right of
the United States to expand into other islands of the Pacific. During
the election campaign of 1900, when the United States was consolidating its hold in one of the fruits of the Spanish-American War
by fighting Filipino insurgents who wanted independence, imperialism-the expansion of the United States into territory inhabited
by alien peoples-was an issue in New Mexico as elsewhere in the
United States. 13 Otero commented:
Imperialism is one of the main issues of the campaign. I regard
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it as too silly to answer when speaking to an intelligent audience.
Anti-expansionism is equally as silly.... Gentlemen, I believe that
whenever our flag has been set in glory and honor it should never
be removed so long as Americans are on guard. . . .

To Otero, the flag of the United States was "a symbol at once of
power and justice, of commerce and Christianity. "14
Another member of the Nuevo Mexicano elite to gain fame because of his war efforts was Maximiliano Luna. His family had lived
in New Mexico since the sixteenth century, and while his father
served as New Mexico's nonvoting delegate to the House of Representatives, he attended Georgetown University in the District of
Columbia. After graduation and before enlistment in the Rough
Riders, Luna won election to New Mexico's Territorial Legislature
and served as sheriff of Valencia County. Later, Luna fought on
behalf of the United States, first in Cuba during the Spanish-American War and then in the Philippines, where he lost his life. Praised
by Theodore Roosevelt, Luna wanted to fight "as a representative
of his race, for he was the only man of pure Spanish blood who
bore a commission in the army, and he demanded the privilege of
proving that his people were precisely as loyal Americans as any
others. "15
Nor were Otero and Luna out of touch with other members of
the elite. To demonstrate their support for the American war effort,
prominent Nuevo Mexicanos staged a rally in Santa Fe. 16 From the
office of the superintendent of education in Santa Fe, Manuel C.
de Baca wrote the governor in support of a scheme to have school
children contribute money to replace the battleship Maine, which
had exploded in Havana harbor. J7
A study of the press also reveals considerable support from influential Nuevo Mexicanos for the war. Admittedly, newspapers do
not necessarily represent the views of all their readers, or even of
all their employees, but they do indicate the views of some influential people of the time. Thanks to schools established and maintained by the churches, there was an upsurge ofliteracy in Spanish
among Hispanic New Mexicans by the 1890s,18 and an increase in
the number ofSpanish'-language newspapers. Some were but Spanish-language sections of Anglo-dominated newspapers, 19 and some

"
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Captain Maximiliano Luna. University of New Mexico Library, Special Collections
Department.
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were highly partisan. An example of this partisanship was the El
lndependiente of Las Vegas, whose editor, Manuel C. de Baca, was
an active Republican politician. In March 1895, El Independiente
argued that Hispanics could hardly vote for the Democrats. After
all, a Democratic president, James Knox Polk, had waged an unjust
war against Mexico (1846-48) and through aggression had detached
New Mexico and other parts of the American Southwest from Mexico. 20 Mter the outbreak of the Spanish-American War, El Independiente defended the American seizure of Puerto Rico and, the
Philippines from Spain in 1898, justified the subsequent American
war against Filipino insurgents who wanted their independence,
and advocated American annexation of even more of Mexico and
of Canada toO!21 Perhaps the values of El Independiente, like those
of so many other Americans, English- as well as Spanish-speaking,
changed during the war. Expansionist actions, such as the annex~
ationof the Philippines and the annexation of American Sall1oa,
which would have been inconceivable before the war, became government policy and reality during and after the war. Conver~ely,
through partisan zeal the editors may have decided that Democratled expansion was bad, while Republican expansion was admirable.
Some Democratic newspapers modified their positions as the
war developed. Before the outbreak of hostilities, La Voz del Pu!e,blo
in East Las Vegas thought that Spain was receiving more adv,~rse
publicity than it deserved,22 and questioned whether Cubans were
capable of self-government. 23 But with the declaration of war, La
Voi del Pueblo swung into line behind the national war effort. 24
Another newspaper, El Labrador of Las Cruces, had actually credited government forces in Cuba with "a brilliant defense" against
the rebels in January 1898;25 but after the war had started, it headlined the fall of Santiago as "good news" (buenas noticias). Such a
transformation was not unique to New Mexico and its Spanishlanguage press. The New Orleans Picayune thought the war "quixotic and unnecessary," but once hostilities were under way, it urged
patriotic Americans to be supportive. 26
Nevertheless, less influential, less afHuent, and less prominent
Nuevo Mexicanos appear to have been less supportive of the war
effort than were their leaders. To gauge how they felt about the
war, one must examine the rate at which they mustered into the

.... ;
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armed forces for war duty, the comments others made about their
support for the war effort and Hispanic replies to those comments,
the flow of mail to the governor on war-related matters, and the
postwar voting record of Hispanic New Mexicans.
Across the United States, volunteers mustered in large numbers
to fight against Spain. Concerning these volunteers, Russell A.
Alger, secretary of war, wrote:
Thousands of men offered to enlist before the formal declaration
of hostilities. War was declared April 21, 1898. Under authority of
act of Congress, on April 23d the President issued a call for 125,000
volunteers. Within twenty-four hours the nation was aflame. Tenders
of service came by the hundreds of thousands. It is safe to say that
a million men offered themselves where 125,000 had been called.
It is equally safe to add that the administration was as overwhelmed
by offers to meet the second call, issued May 25, 1898, for 75,000
men. It was the apotheosis of patriotism. 27
The enlisted included American men of all categories-men of
wealth, prominence, and education; blue collar workers, from carpenters to cowboys; athletes; residents of all parts of the United
States, including men from long-established families and many
immigrants; whites, blacks, and Hispanos. 28 (The sole battle casualty from Louisiana, for example, was a Hispano. 29) One historian
has written recently that Americans were not as willing to volunteer
for military duty during peacetime as they were for the SpanishAmerican War and that, given the rapid course of events, many of
the men received inadequate training. Across the country, logistical
problems and shortages of supplies plagued leaders, but recruitment for the Spanish-American War was not a problem. 30
Although Hispanos constituted a majority of the population of
New Mexico, 105,548 out of 195,310 in the census of 1900, they
did not muster into the services in significant numbers. Of the 340
who supplied the New Mexican quota for the United States Volunteer Cavalry, better known as the "Rough Riders," barely a dozen
had Spanish surnames. 31 This small number was a far cry from
Governor Otero's stated goal of "a full regiment of Cavalry, ninetyfive per cent Spanish-speaking. "32 Maximiliano Luna, the one captain of Spanish background, fought very well in Cuba,33 then went
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to fight insurgents in the Philippines. However, he attracted only
one Nuevo Mexicano, Sgt. George Armijo ofAlbuquerque, into his
company. Luna's Company F consisted of 125 men, all but twentytwo of whom came from New Mexico. 34 The story was similar with
regard to the United States Volunteer Infantry, recruited later in
the war and still training in Arizona when hostilities ended. Of the
412 enlisted men (excluding officers) from New Mexico, barely 6
percent had Spanish surnames. All but three of the men with
Spanish surnames came from companies mustered in Las Vegas
and Santa Fe. 35
Moreover, Hispanos did not try as diligently as other New Mexicans to enlist, for correspondence with the office of Governor Otero
indicates that most people interested in participation were Anglos. 36
From Albuquerque one correspondent complained to the governor:
"No natives [Hispanics] seem to want to go in this county."37 The
only high-ranking Hispanic officer was the governor's brother, P.
B. Otero, first lieutenant of Company C (there were four companies). One plan to fill Company B entirely with Hispanos did not
have much success. 38
One authority on Anglo-Hispano conflict throughout the lands
acquired from Mexico by the United States sees most nineteenthcentury Nuevo Mexicanos as peasants, too absorbed in their daily
survival to concern themselves with matters such as nationality and
international affairs. Nuevo Mexicano ties to Mexico had been weak
before 1846; their links with Spain must have been weaker; and
many had not yet begun to see themselves as loyal citizens of the
United States. Robert Rosenbaum says:
In the absence of nationalism, mexicano attachments formed around
region, race, religion, language, and custom
Mexicanos cer39
tainly formed strong unions around these factors
People with such values could hardly feel an obligation to volunteer
for war against any foreign enemy, let a~one a Hispanic one.
Anglo criticism was particularly strong in connection with Mexican emigres in southern New Mexico. One C. M. Wingfield of
Tularosa complained to Governor Otero that "at least three fourths
of the natives sympathze [sic] with Spain and express themselves
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openly.
. "40 A. C. Emery of Albuquerque offered his services as
a spy along the Rio Grande
where you know as well as I that a man is needed . . . to watch
those that are favorable to the Spanish cause and you know there
are plenty of them along the border. 41
Governor Otero was sufficiently concerned about reports of"people
in favor of Spain" around Tularosa that he asked one observer, J.
M. Prude, for a "list of the names of the parties who are causing
the trouble in this direction in this locality. . . ." He also advised
Prude to inform the local sheriff. 42 On another front, the New York
Times failed to distinguish between Hispanics and Mexican emigres:
Reports from New Mexico are to the effect that, as a rule, the
Spanish-speaking part of the population has given all its sympathy
to Spain during the whole course of the war now provisionally closed,
and has demonstrated, as freely as its members dared, a deep hostility to American ideas and American policies. There have been,
indeed, not a few notable exceptions to this rule among the better
educated and more intelligent "Mexicans." ... The trouble with
these disaffected, semi-traitorous citizens is that they have been
allowed to attend schools in which only the Spanish language was
spoken, and that their natural inclination to keep aloof from influences which seemed alien have been perpetuated and fostered.... 43
These charges hit some raw nerves. For example, most Roman
Catholics thought themselves as patriotic as Protestants. The Roman Catholic Church did not have as much to gain as did Protestants-who hoped to send missionaries to Cuba, where Spain
had not allowed them to proselytize. Yet, throughout the United
States, Roman Catholics had become supporters of the war effort. 44
One Roman Catholic priest in New Mexico, Father John Roux of
Santa Cruz de la Canada, vehemently denied charges that his parish
was openly supportive of the Spanish cause, and he indignantly
insisted that he and his people were 100 percent American. 45 Spanish-language newspapers also defended the loyalty of Hispanic
Americans. El Labrador of Las Cruces angrily denied a charge in
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the Silver City Enterprise that Nuevo Mexicanos were less than
patriotic. The critic, writing under the pseudonym "American,"
. had criticized the enlistment rate of Hispanos and quoted one
Isidoro Armijo, who reportedly had expressed the hope that the
Spaniards would kill Maximiliano Luna "and all the New Mexicans
who were participating in the war against Spain." El Labrador
argued that Hispanos had enlisted in greater numbers than indicated by "American" and said that Armijo, who was as loyal and
patriotic as the majority of Hispanos, emphatically denied the words
attributed to him. 46 La Voz del Pueblo (East Las Vegas) defended
its right to freedom of expression before the declaration of war but
said that the United States was the only country Hispanics had
ever known and that they would be loyal to it. 47
From Las Vegas, the Republican El Independiente also addressed
the problem of the low rate of Hispanic enlistments. In a front
page editorial of 12 May 1898, El Independiente denied that Hispanic sympathy for Spain or lack of fidl2)lity to the United States
was a significant factor. Hispanos were not cowardly. Rather, young
Nuevo Mexicanos lacked the personal connections needed for entry
into the limited spaces available, and since few Hispanics were
cowboys they lacked the skills required for enlistment in the Rough
Riders.
Another indicator of Nuevo Mexicano attitudes is Governor
Otero's mail, which seems to reveal a sense of Hispanic detachment
from the conHict. The territorial archives of New Mexico reveal
that before and during the Spanish-American War the governor
did not receive a single letter written in Spanish about the war.
While Nuevo Mexicanos corresponded in Spanish with Governor
Otero on other matters, the few. who bothered to discuss the war
did so in English. This may indicate how Americanized these correspondents had become. For example, Robert Estes and Antonio
Cajal wrote from Raton on 4 May 1898
as true patriots of the U.S. to allow us permition [sic] and authority
to organize a company of Mexicans ... as a home guard melicia
[sic] to prevent all deprivations [sic] that may break out against the
U. S. settlers ·of our county and naboring [sic] counties....
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Otero refused them on the grounds that he had authority to raise
only a limited number of companies and these had already been
raised. 48 Also on 4 May, George Sena of Lincoln wrote to say that
"We have started a company of volunteers" for Cuban duty, with
himself as captain. The governor threw cold water onto his efforts,
for the same reason. 49 Anglos wrote in much greater numbers to
volunteer for Cuban duty, to request commissions, and to lobby
on behalf of others for commissions. 50
There were reasons other than indifference why Hispanos did
not serve. Language was a problem. As late as 1917, when the
introduction of compulsory military service left no alternative to
enlistment, some Hispanos found their lack of English an obstacle
to service. In view of the large number of Nuevo Mexicanos who
did not speak English, this must have been a factor in 1898. In
addition, Hispanics did not have the incentive of many immigrants-a hope that through enlistment they might gain citizenship
and establish themselves rather quickly as Americans. Moreover,
according to Governor Otero's memoirs, 500 Hispanics from Taos
did volunteer their services, 51 but their services evidently were
not needed.
Another factor inhibiting enlistment may have been the legacy
of resentment against Americans and the United States as a result
of the conquest of 1846. In Rosenbaum's words, "most mexicanos
in the United States lost the freedom to live the way they wanted
to live during the nineteenth century. "5Z There had been considerable Anglo- Hispano violence in conquered New Mexico, dating
back to the assassination of Gov. Charles Bent in 1847. More violence ensued when new Anglo arrivals purchased land, which longestablished Hispanic residents thought was theirs. Land was one
of the principal reasons for conflict.
.
Although Hispanics seemed to have several reaSons for not supporting the United States, the election returns of 1898 indicate
that indifference to the war was stronger than hostility. Hispanos
certainly did not punish President McKinley's Republican administration for waging war. They were not sufficiently angry, for example, with the Republicans to vote for Harvey Fergusson, the
Democrat serving as New Mexico's nonvoting observer in the House
of Representatives; he lost his bid for re-election in November
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didate, swept the counties where the Hispanic vote was significant.
Across the United States, Republicans fared better than might
normally have been expected in the off-year elections, despite
Democratic attempts to exploit Republican mishandling of the supply and logistical problems connected with the war. 53 Within New
Mexico, tariff protection for sheep farmers and other duties related
to the Dingley tariff of 1897, the incumbency of a Republican
president in Washington, the monetization of silver, the personality
of Perea, and the war against Spain were issues in 1898. 54 If the
first four were advantageous to the Republican cause, the last was
not a liability. The fact that Perea was Hispanic appears but a
marginal factor. In 1900, when the issues were similar, county-bycounty results were also similar; and this happened although the
Republican candidate of 1900 was an Anglo, Judge B. S. Rodey,
while the Democrats were offering a Hispano, Octaviano Larrazolo.
In some ways, Nuevo Mexicanos responded to the SpanishAmerican War as did other Americans. Some with experience outside New Mexico tended to be supportive, as were most voters
elsewhere. In New Mexico-like in other parts of the United Statespeople did not want to fight Spain in 1898, but many others did.
New Mexican voters, like millions of other American voters, voted
Republican in 1898 and 1900, partly because some approved of the
McKinley administration's handling of the war, partly because some
had other priorities.
Yet there were obvious differences. While the Roman Catholics
in New Mexico, like the Roman Catholics elsewhere in the United
States, raised few objections to the war, the Protestant crusade
against Spain was weaker among Nuevo Mexicanos than among
other Americans. In addition, the number of Nuevo Mexicanos
who paid much attention to foreign affairs and wanted to participate
was definitely less than among Americans as a whole.
In short, the United States could afford to confront Spain in 1898
without fear of subversion on the part of Nuevo Mexicanos. While
key members of the Hispanic community supported the war effort,
few Hispanics had strong convictions to the contrary. Clearly, Nuevo
Mexicanos were not a fifth column. Some considered themselves
patriotic Americans, while others had higher priorities than the
war effort.
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BOOK NOTES
Because of the relative lack of documentation on the early history of the San
Luis Valley Diary of the Jesuit Residence of Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish,
Conejos, Colorado is a useful publication (Colorado College Studies, No. 19,
available from Ancient City Press, P.O. Box 5401, Santa Fe, $9.95 paper). The
diary, translated from the original Spanish, covers the period from December
1871 to December 1875 and provides information on the religious life of Hispanic
communities in the valley. There are also insights into social, economic, and
political activities, and relations with Anglos and Protestant missionaries. The
diary is heavily annotated and includes introductory material by Marianne L.
Stoller and others, which adds significantly to this document.
During the past several years a number of specialized anthropological studies
have been published. Collected Papers in Honor of Erik Kellerman Reed, edited
by Albert Schroeder, is available from the Albuquerque Archaeological Society
and from the Archaeological Society of New Mexico (P.O. Box 3485, Albuquerque,
87110). Reed, whose work focused on the Southwest, was Regional Archaeologist
and Regional Chief Interpreter for the National Park Service. Among the contributors, all southwestern archaeologists, are a number of noted New Mexicans,
including Albert Schroeder, Douglas Schwartz, Bertha Dutton, David Brugge,
W. James Judge, and Charlie R. Steen. The wide variety of subjects covered
includes excavations at Abo, Rio Grande pottery, and Chaco Canyon.
The Protohistoric Period in the North American Southwest, AD 1450-1700,
edited by David R. Wilcox and W. Bruce Masse (Arizona State University Anthropological Research Papers No. 24, paper, $10.00) also is a collection of papers.
These, mostly by younger scholars, come from a conference at the University of
Arizona held in 1978. The book is organized into four sections (which include
those on Athapaskans and Suma and on Pueblos), and each section includes a
discussion by major scholars in the field, among whom are Albert Schroeder,
Robert Euler, David Brugge, Curtis Schaafsma, and Florence Hawley Ellis. This
is a collection of provocative papers on a very important time period.
From the University ofArizona Press comes another collection of essays, Themes
of Indigenous Acculturation in Northwest Mexico, edited by Thomas B. Hinton
and Phil C. Weigand (paper, $7.95). These articles consider Indian groups including the Mayos by N. Ross Crumrine, Mountain Pimas by Timothy Dunnigan,
Huichols by Phil Weigand, and Coras by Thomas Hinton..
Still another volume that emerged from a conference is Archaeoastronomy in
the Americas, edited by Ray A. Williamson (Ballena Press, 381 First St., Los
Altos, Calif. 94022, paper, $19.95). Twenty-eight essays are grouped into geographical regions (North America, Mesoamerica, South America, and the Old
World) following a collection of seven broad essays on archaeoastronomy. The
subject is fascinating, and this volume presents the results of modern scholarship
in a very broad context. It also includes an excellent bibliography.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE.
By Richard W. Etulain. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983. Pp. xvii,
317. Index. $22.50.
IT IS LIKELY THAT PUBLICATION of this book will be the occasion for one monumental irony: that those scholars and critics who could benefit from it the most
will remain unaware of its existence. For, as Professor Etulain indicates in his
preface, most scholars are simply unaware of the amount of work being done in
the field of western American literature. Partly this ignorance reflects the contemporary quality of most scholarly interest; but a more profound reason is to be
found in the too common intellectual assumption that western writing is worthless
and that therefore no respectable scholars would waste their time on it. This
attitude, though not so common now as it was even ten years ago, is still very
much with us, and if Etulain's book hastens its' demise it will have served one
important intellectual function.
The ostensible purpose of A Bibliographical Guide to the Study of Western
American Literature is not so polemical. Etulain has assembled an extensive
bibliography (he claims that it is not exhaustive, but comprehensive) of topics of
general interest to the student of western American literature coupled with bibliographies of individual western authors. The whole runs to some three hundred
pages of text.
Those inclined to find fault with the Guide will probably do so by attacking the
. author's decision to make the book comprehensive rather than exhaustive in its
listings. In practical fact, however, most readers would not have noticed the
distinction, had the author not pointed it out. Doubtless, some worthwhile article
somewhere has been ignored, and its champions will arise. In this reviewer's
opinion, however, a better job of selection would have been virtually impossible.
With the publication of this volume Etulain has solidified his considerable reputation not only as a formidable western Americanist, but as one of the best young
literary scholars working in America today.
In the production of the Guide, the University of Nebraska Press has outdone
itself in publishing a beautiful volume at an unbelievably low price. The book
will prove an absolutely essential addition to the library of every serious western
Americanist.

University of Colorado, Boulder

JAMES K. FOLSOM
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FIFTY WESTERN WRITERS: A Bra-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOURCEBOOK. Edited by Fred
Erisman and Richard Etulain. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press. Pp. xi, 562.
Index. $45.00.
THE EDITORS OF FIFTY WESTERN WRITERS have done an exceptional service to
the discipline of western American literature. They have selected half a hundred
writers, both major and lesser, from a broadened West that begins at the Mississippi River, and have asked fifty serious critics and students of the West to
provide several kinds of information for each.
The standard format is useful. Each essay consists of biographical material, a
discussion of major themes, and a survey of criticism. The latter is followed by a
bibliographical listing, primary as well as secondary. The biographical material
alone, for fifty writers, would be difficult to find, and time-consuming; here it is
presented concisely, its brevity belying the fullness of coverage. The sections
called "Major Themes" are, of course, interpretive, but they are for the most part
solid enough to satisfy or to provide a stimulus for considered objections or
modifications. Each survey of criticism allows a comfortable beginning for anyone
wishing to look further into po~sibilities of research and investigations of new
approaches.
Only six of the fifty writers are primarily poets (Robinson Jeffers, Joaquin Miller,
John Neihardt, Theodore Roethke, Gary Snyder, and William Stafford), but that
is a realistic ratio. There are also six of the popular or formulaic novelists (Max
Brand, Zane Grey, Ernest Haycox, Elmer Kelton, Louis L'Amour, and Luke
Short) to show, properly, not only the variety of western fiction but also the
seriousness of theme that can be found even in some· commercial writing. The
remaining thirty-eight writers range from Bret Harte to Wallace Stegner, or from
Owen Wister to Walter Van Tilburg Clark, or from Benjamin Capps to Frank
Waters~to each reader his own hierarchy.
The broad definition of "West" allows the inclusion of O. E. Rolvaag of South
Dakota, Ruth Suckow of Iowa, and Willa Cather and Wright Morris of Nebraska,
all of whom could just as easily be called Midwesterners. Nevertheless, their
presence in this collection is welcome, if only to stimulate our thinking about the
bounds of the western "state of mind."
Of the indisputably western and significant writers, only one gets short shrift.
In most cases the essays are not only a pleasure to read but are also enlighteningeven to the so-called experts, I would suspect. In two ways Fifty Western Writers
is gratifyingly encouraging. It proves the variety and vitality of western literature,
from the commercial practitioners like Brand and L'Amour to the most literary
or profound writers. Further, this collection of essays reveals the fertile field of
study available to young critics and emerging scholars. To cite just two examples,
Max Westbrook perceptively identifies several important aspects of Walter V. T.
Clark's novels that have not yet been dealt with satisfactorily, and James Folsom
does the same for Harvey Fergusson.
Having been involved in the cause of western literature for quite a while, I
find-and this is important to me-that the fifty essays constitute a valuable
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communication among members of my profession~ a great and varied conversation
about a subject and a concern that we share, and perhaps a cause for intellectual
excitement among newcomers to the field.

University of South Dakota

JOHN R. MILTON

.ALBUQUERQUE: A NARRATIVE HISTORY. By Marc Simmons. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982. Pp. xvi, 443. Illustrations, notes, bibliog.
$29.95.
FOR A LONG TIME THE STORY OF urban development in the Southwest, a region
defined as including Arizona, New Mexico, andthe western promontory of Texas,
was largely neglected by historians, but in recent times interest in the urban
dimension has become more evident. And since cities have played as important
a role in the history of the Southwest as they have in other sections of the country,
this interest in the rise of southwestern urban centers has not only been valid,
but it also promises to remain vital.
Albuquerque, as Marc Simmons points out in this valuable narrative history,
has long been a hub oflife in New Mexico and the Southwest. Readers will acquire
a fuller understanding of the state and the region by becoming acquainted with
this account of Albuquerque as it evolved from a Spanish frontier settlement in
the eighteenth century to a metropolitan center in the twentieth century. Currently it is the largest city in the state and one of the four largest in the region.
Simmons is especially good at depicting life in Albuquerque during its early
years. Following an opening chapter detailing Albuquerque's impressive physical
setting, he devotes four chapters to the important Spanish and Mexican eras.
Significant fresh material on the founding of Albuquerque is included, along with
vivid descriptions of the individuals and events that helped determine the future
of the town and its hinterland.
The following six chapters cover the period from the Mexican War to the tum
of the century, Included are perceptive personal profiles of men like Franz Huning, William C. Hazeldine, and Harvey Fergusson, along with more good descriptions of the economic, social, and political life of the town. By 1900 Albuquerque
was the largest urban center in New Mexico, a railroad hub and "health haven"
of note in the Southwest.
Twentieth-century Albuquerque is surveyed in the last two chapters. Portraits
of personalities such as Frank Hubbell, Clyde Tingley, and David Rusk appear,
along with accounts of the impact of World War I and World War II on the city
and its vast hinterland. Simmons is careful to draw attention to the problems as
well as the progress of post-World War II Albuquerque, including the challenges
now facing the city.
This book is a welcome addition to the historical literature of the Southwest.
It is well-written and well-illustrated, with more than ninety maps and photo-
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graphs. It should appeal to the general reader as well as to specialists in the field
of southwest history.

Arizona State University

BRAD LUCKINGHAM

THE URBAN SOUTHWEST: A PROFILE HISTORY OF ALBUQUERQUE-EL PASO, PHOENlXTUCSON. By Bradford Luckingham. El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1982. Pp.
xiii, 161. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $15.00 cloth, $10.00 paper.
BRADFORD LUCKINGHAM'S NEW BOOK The Urban Southwest: A Profile History of
Albuquerque-El Paso, Phoenix-Tucson, analyzes the dynamics of urban growth in
the Southwest's four largest metropolitan areas. His clearly written and wellorganized study, firmly grounded in research in primary and secondary sources,
demonstrates how urbanization activities played important roles in the building
up of a vast and growing Sunbelt region. "As centers of commerce, tourism, light
industry, military preparedness, defense production, and space-age technology,
the four cities of the Southwest catered to dominant, white conservative, middleclass populations," he writes. "The majority of citizens supported anti-union 'right
to work' laws, low taxes, as little government regulation as possible, and discouraged the creation or implementation of costly social welfare programs" (p.
138). Many local leaders disapproved of heavy industry on the grounds it would
weaken the social environment, encouraging unions and causing strikes. There
was little room in the scheme of things for large Hispanic populations and for
other minorities. Still, the rise of an urban society in the Southwest of the twentieth century represents another chapter in the continuing saga of the creation
of an urban society all across the United States.
None of the southwestern towns were "instant cities." Albuquerque, El Paso,
and Tucson were old Spanish posts, founded in the 1600s. Phoenix, in the Salt
Valley-renamed the Valley of the Sun in more recent times for promotional
reasons-traced its origins to 1867. Because they layoff the beaten path of the
American westward movement, none of the four cities had significant urban
aspirations until the late nineteenth century. Of special importance was the coming
of railroads. The cities became commercial distribution centers that hewed out
hinterlands, without much in the way of opposition from competing towns. By
the Roaring Twenties the four citieshad emerged as regional capitals. An increasing
emphasis on health and resort industries augmented trade and distribution functions. The Great Depression brought with it attendent social dislocations, ameliorated by the first major influx of federal money.
In ·1940 Phoenix businessman Barry Goldwater, ackno~ledging that federal
expenditures had "made their mark," cautioned against the "sheer folly for any
of our numerous branches of business to consider this money as a permanent
source of income to business" (pp. 68-69). Despite his fears, federal funds kept
coming, with tremendous expenditures for military purposes during and after
World War Two. A wide range of governmental activities, coupled with an in-
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dustrial and tourist boom, turned the four cities into major American regional
metropolises. During the 1970s alone, the Phoenix SMSA added more than 500,000
people. In 1980 the Phoenix SMSAhad 1.5 million people. Tucson's had 532,000,
El Paso's 479,000, and Albuquerque's 449,000. In all four centers, soaring crime
rates, cultural conflicts, traffic congestion, and urban sprawl taxed the resources
and abilities of their conservative pro-business governments. The desert cities
had started to contend with the challenge of creating a balance between future
growth and the quality of life.
Luckingham's study delineates the sectional characteristics of the four cities,
at the same time showing how they developed along the same lines as their
counterparts in other parts of the nation. The book's photographs dramatically
illustrate this situation. In the recent pictures, only the mountains in the background set the skylines apart from eastern centers. This leads to the depressing
conclusions that these unique sunbelt centers are on the verge of becoming desert
versions of Scranton or Newark. Hopefully, The Urban Southwest, an important
and fine contribution to American western and urban history, will alert people in
the section to a growing and perhaps irresistible trend.

University of Missouri

LAWRENCE LARSEN

THE CALIFORNIA COLUMN IN NEW MEXICO. By Darlis A. Miller. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, in cooperation with the Historical Society of
New Mexico, 1982. Pp. xviii, 318. Illus., appendixes, notes, bibliog., index.
$19.95 cloth; $9.95 paper.
IN THE CALIFORNIA COLUMN IN NEW MEXICO Darlis A. Miller argues that the
approximately 340 members of the California Column who stayed in New Mexico
following their discharge constituted the "first significant influx of Anglo settlers
into New Mexico after the Mexican War" (p. xii). She also contends that these
"Column men," as they were often called, played a remarkably significant role in
the economic, political, and social development of the territory of New Mexico.
Indeed the essence of her 318-page volume is an accumulation of evidence to
prove that these California-based volunteers to the Union cause influenced the
direction of the fledgling territory in a number of important ways.
Miller concentrates on the period from 1862, when the California Column
entered New Mexico to do battle with the already demoralized Confederate invaders, to the year 1885, when the influx of new Anglo settlers had begun to
dilute the influence of the "California boys." She provides convincing evidence
that the economic contributions of these ex-soldiers were most significant. California men were instrumental in opening up bustling mining districts from Elizabethtown in the northern part ofthe territory to Silver City, White Oaks, Magdalena,
and Hillsboro in the south. Miller documents the role of these Californians in
the burgeoning cattle industry where perhaps the two most famous of the California volunteers, William L. Rynerson and Albert J. Fountain, were active.
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Fountain's relentless crusade against those whom he considered rustlers probably
led to his unsolved murder in 1896, an event of such continuing interest that a
distinguished historian devoted an entire monograph to it. Contributions on the
part of Column men to farming, industry, and business are also presented as are
. their contributions to the territory's social and political development.
Miller performs two useful services in writing this book. First, she recovers an
immense amount of lost history by tracing the careers of many of these 340
transplanted New Mexicans. Her research in achieving this first objective is impressive. She has carefully culled manuscript collections, government records
such as pension applications and probate records, newspapers of the territorial
period, and a variety ofrelevant secondary sources. Second, she relates the careers
of these Column men to a number of important events in the development of the
frontier territory.. Their participation in mining rushes has already been mentioned. Their role in quelling Indian disturbances during the Civil War is also
given appropriate attention; California men participated in the Navajo campaign
that led to the ill-fated Bosque Redondo experiment and were with Kit Carson
at Adobe Walls. The dispute over the will of ex-California volunteer Emil Fritz,
which led to the Lincoln County War, is incorporated in her study as is Rynerson's
controversial killing of territorial Chief Justice John P. Slough in 1868. Although
this second endeavor presents a somewhat episodic picture, and is certainly not
as important as the first, it does make for entertaining reading.
The California Column in New Mexico is the third volume in a joint publication
program involving the Historical Society of New Mexico and the University of
New Mexico Press. Miller's book can only enhance the stature of this series. With
useful photographs and two appendixes listing those California veterans who
settled in the Southwest after discharge, this volume by Miller will be an excellent
reference source for New Mexico historians.

University of Northern Colorado

ROBERT W. LARSON

THE FRONTIER PEOPLE: THE GREATER SOUTHWEST IN THE PROTOHISTORIC PERIOD.
By Carroll L. Riley. Occasional Paper no. 7. Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Center for Archaeological Investigations, 1982. Pp. xi, 182. Maps,
references. $15.00 paper.
.
PROFESSOR RILEY'S DISCUSSION CENTERS on the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, designated by him the "Protohistoric Period" in the Greater Southwest.
This area, primarily present-day Arizona and New Mexico, with peripheries extending well beyond the boundaries of these states, has been divided into six
"provinces" by Riley, which he names: Serrana, Little Colorado, Rio Grande,
Pecos, Desert, and Colorado.
Riley rates the Serrana Province, astride the Sonora-Chihuahua border, as the
most culturally complex, followed by the Little Colorado, Rio Grande, and Pecos
provinces as somewhat less so. The Desert and Colorado provinces are evaluated
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as simplest, but Riley retains them within the Greater Southwest in recognition
of their significant roles in trading interaction patterns.
Riley repeatedly stresses the basic importance of trade evidences in formulating
his cultural reconstructions, 1500-1700. During this protohistoric period the
movement of the Spaniards into the Greater Southwest and from place to place,
from tribe to tribe, within this area was greatly facilitated by. the fact that, as
Riley notes, "The people of the Greater Southwest knew about each other" (p.
141). Of equal importance was the general familiarity with terrain features, drainage systems, flora, and fauna throughout the region.
With only a passing mention of various hunting groups thinly scattered throughout the Southwest, Riley dismisses further consideration of them. He concedes
a definite importance for them, however, in the performance of these tribes as
middlemen functioning in the trade network of the area. His justification for
slighting these tribes is primarily because little is known about them.
Typically, Riley's discussion leans toward the conservative side. Nonetheless,
on the basis of his long-standing involvement with the literature, Spanish as well
as English, and a personal, on-the-ground familiarity with the diverse geographical
areas, he shows a willingness to hypothesize cultural characteristics and interrelationships when these appear helpful.
In so doing, Professor Riley has performed a unique service. The assembled
data have been ord,~red and summarized. in a coherent picture, spotty as it may
be. He has gone beyond these data at times in discussing culture content and
culture dynamics. Certain hypotheses may not appeal to individuals with specific
expertise on particular aspects of southwestern culture history. In such cases,
these people are free to stand on their interpretations, or perhaps even better,
may be motivated to return to the literature or the field to seek new information
bearing on Riley's or their own viewpoints or even go off in some unexpected
direction.
The high-qual\ty scholarship underlying this monograph, 81/2" X 11" in size
and 182 pages in length, is strongly suggested through a quick thumbing of its
pages that reveals thirty-five pages of bibliography, including English and Spanish
titles.
George J. Gumerman, in his foreword to Riley's treatise, makes a number of
comments worthy of note. He writes that
this volume marks a new phase in anthropological studies of the Greater
Southwest simply because it is an ethnohistorical study of great scholarly
value in its own right. . . . Professor Riley has convincingly demonstrated
that a judicious and conservative use of historical documents permits an
understanding of the protohistoric period. . .. This study marks the first
successful attempt to view the Southwest as an entity, a systemic whole,
at the time of Spanish northward incursions-and with it southwestern
ethnohistory has come of age. (p. ix)
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PEOPLE OF THE SHINING MOUNTAINS: THE UTES OF COLORADO. By Charles S.
Marsh. Boulder, Colo.: Pruett Publishing Company, 1982. Pp. ix, 190. Illus.,
bibliog., index. $7.95 paper.
CHARLES S. MARSH HAS PRODUCED a brief but clearly written and very readable
history of the Utes from earlier times to the present. It is based entirely on
secondary sources and thus is a synthesis or summary of published information
with little research in primary sources. Marsh speculates that the Utes may have
descended from Anasazi migrations to the north. "Within this probable migration
lies the thread of ancient Ute culture," he says (p. 11). There are no footnotes or
endnotes to indicate where he acquired such interpretations. He then describes
the seven historic Ute bands, the areas inhabited, their ways of life before acquisition of the horse, and their locations on current reservations.
Early in the volume, the author shows the effect upon the Utes of the Spaniards
in New Mexico. Unfortunately he perpetuates the "Black Legend" against Spanish
culture and colonization. His treatment of the incursions of Cabeza de Vaca and
Estevanico, Marcos de Niza, Coronado, and Juan de Onate into the Southwest
leaves much to be desired as does his interpretation of things Spanish, but Marsh's
treatment of Ute/Spanish relations after the colonization of New Mexico is well
done as is the Utes' relationship with their Indian neighbors, especially the Comanches.
After detailing the explorations of Pike and Fremont, Marsh presents a fine
interpretation of Chief Ouray. and the Meeker Massacre, which resulted in the
removal of Utes from Colorado except members of the three bands who made
up the Southern Utes. The author then follows the general history of the Utes
with several short chapters that attempt to interpret Ute culture and religion and
explain some of their modern social and psychological problems, but unfortunately
these discussions add little of importance. This reviewer wonders somewhat why
some myths and legends appear that are little related to the rest of the book.
As indicated above, the book is very readable, and Ute history is presented in
a neat, concise manner. The text is marred, however, by frequent misspellings,
and the bibliography appears to have been added as an afterthought; e.g., full
names of authors are generally given but not for Cleve Hallenbeck and Wilson
Rockwell. Also, S. Lyman Tyler is listed only as Lyman.
All in all, this is a useful synthesis and deserves a place on the shelf of anyone
interested in the history of Indians of the Southwest.

Fort Lewis College

ROBERT W. DELANEY

HOPI VOICES: RECOLLECTIONS, TRADmONS, AND NARRATIVES OF THE HOPI INDIANS.
By Harold Courlander. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982.
Pp. xi, 255. Illus., notes, glossary, bibliog. $15.95.
HAROLD COURLANDER, well-known folklorist and novelist, tape recorded the
materials presented in Hopi Voices between 1968 and 1976 and has utilized them
in a number of literary and scholarly accounts. People of the Short Blue Corn
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(1970) provides a sample of Hopi legends, and The Fourth World of the Hopis
(1971) offers Courlander's version of the Hopi emergence from the Underworld
and the migrations of the clans, as synthesized from the accounts of various
informants from different villages. In addition, Courlander has organized and
annotated Albert Yava's account of his life on First Mesa in Big Falling' Snow: The
Life, Times, attd Recollections of a Tewa-Hopi Indian (1978), an important contribution to our knowledge of Tewa and Hopi cultures. The present volume
provides transcriptions of the tape recordings of the individual informants, with
minimal editing and rearrangement.
The traditions of the Hopi have been of great interest to students of the Hopi
for well over a century, but the variations from village to village provide contradictions that make their translation into a satisfying history a difficult one. Courlander, who has recorded the texts in English, is not particularly concerned with
the historical interpretations but rather with what we can learn with regard to
Hopi oral literature. Hence his introduction deals with shared traditions, European influences, and recurring themes and elaborations, rather than with mere
historical or cultural problems. As he notes, "Certain brief texts taken alone may
seem trivial, but I am convinced that each one of them contributes something
worthwhile to'the total picture of the Hopi narrative tradition or to an understanding of Hopi thoughts on the past and the present" (p. xix).
In the postwar period, students of the Hopi have been developing new approaches to the study of the past and to their interpretation of Hopi society and
culture. One approach is through linguistics and the comparative study of UtoAztecan, of which Hopi is a member, and a linguistic history of Hopi is well under
way, with participation of Anglo and Hopi scholars. Another approach is by way
of archaeology, in which the relations of ancestral Hopi culture to the Desert
Archaic are recognized and the role of the Hopi in the development of the B'asketMaker Pueblo or Anasazi cultures delineated. These two approaches complement
one another and, together, provide a chronology for Hopi and Pueblo historical
developments, from the hunting and gathering activities of the Great Basin Shoshoneans to the sedentary agricultural villages of the modern Hopi.
n is also possible to work backward from the present diversity of Hopi institutions on different mesas by utilizing ethno-historical materials to see the processes by which the Hopi turn history into myth. The reviewer has presented
one such example in "From History to Myth: A Hopi Example" (Studies in Southwestern Ethnolinguistics, edited by Dell Hymes and William E. Bittle [The Hague: Mouton 1967], pp. 33-53), where changes in the political and ceremonial
systems of First Mesa could be outlined in terms of information provided by A.
M. Stephens and others for a period of a century and a half.
The Hopi mythic world contains the history of the great transformations involved in the shift from food gathering to food producing in the Pueblo Southwest,
and it is important that this history be worked out. The contemporary materials
in Hopi Voices should find a place in that endeavor, and ultimately we may even
come to understand the Hopi.

Santa Fe

FRED ECCAN
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BACK TRAIL OF AN OLD COWBOY. By Paul E. Young. Edited by Nellie Snyder
Yost. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983. Pp. 229. lllustrations, maps.
$14.95.
THE TITLE SAYS THIS IS THE STORY OF A COYBOY, but as the horse-covered jacket
and the gallopin'-horse, flip-card effect on the upper right hand corner of each
page make abundantly clear, this is a book about horses and youth. Calling Paul
E. Young a cowboy is part of the West's greatest myth. Cows-more specifically
range cattle-gave the Paul Youngs of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries opportunity to bring romantic hankerings for horses that were at least
as old as the Crusades together with vast open spaces and an outsized American
affinity for independence, adventure, and ego. Young's stated goal was a ranch,
presumably a cattle ranch, and he worked cattle in Utah and Montana, but a cow
on the dust jacket or in ambling motion across the book's corner heads would
have belied the book's real content as surely as the term "cowboy" belies the
West's lasting love affair with boots, big hats, Marlboro ads, western saddles, and
wide-open spaces.
For Paul Young and the nation it was the experience of what might be called
an "extended adolescence." For two hundred pages and fifteen years he buckerooed. For twenty-five pages and sixty years he ranched, lived with his family,
and recalled his youth. After ninety years Paul Young's bronc-bustin' youth lives
on. After Viet Nam, Watergate, the Iranian Hostage Crisis, and the Recession of
'82-83, America still says he is right. Myth more than reality, itwas the best of
lives, in the best of places, at the best of times. As surely as he lived, Paul Young
was at once the product of the myth and its creator. Few statesmen have stated
our ideals and values more clearly.
Born to mining towns and Utah farm villages, Young was horseback and abroad
in the great West by the time he was sixteen-to Nevada, across lots to southwestern Colorado, back to central Utah's mines, to southeastern Utah and finally
to eastern Montana, his dream ranch and the end of an idyll all in a few years.
His was a trail of topped broncs, rough-broke mustangs, buck-outs and brawls,
and victory that knows no defeat. The adventures, the places, the outfits, the
regional deveopments all ring true. Only someone who rode the trail could have
written it. It is good reading and will be of use to scholars piecing together the
cultural history of the ranching West.
One is not sure what the editor adds. A few mistakes of geography exist. No
effort is made to put events, people, and places in context. Perhaps this could
not be done without losing the story's essence. The account reads well, maintains
its thrust, and comes off. Perhaps we are indebted to the editor for leaving it as
it was.
Finally one wonders why? All its merits notwithstanding, Paul Young's story
and the story of the bronc-stompers' mythic America are well known. Perhaps for
the University of Nebraska Press the fact that it is a story from the heart ofAmerica
was enough. Scholars may wish the cost of the running horse at the pages' head
had been devoted to an index, the absence of which is a distraction.

Western Historical Quarterly

CHARLES S. PETERSON
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CHRISTIAN IMAGES IN HISPANIC NEW MEXICO. By William Wroth. Colorado Springs:
Taylor Museum of the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1982. Pp. xii, 215.
lIlus., notes, appendixes, bibliog. $20.00 paper.
IN THE PREFACE, THE AUTHOR sets forth the purposes of this book as follows: (1)
"to place the images of New Mexico within the historic context of Christian art"
(p. ix); (2) to fill "the need for a systematic study of santos in terms of their styles,
usage, and meaning" (p. x); and (3) "to bring to light the excellent collection of
the Taylor Museum" (p. x) and to present "a thorough catalogue of the santos
represented in the Museum. . . supplemented with selected examples from other
collections" (p. x).
The second and third objectives listed above, which represent Part II of the
two-part text: are admirably achieved by the author. Part II, the central and
important part of the book, presents a thorough and original study of the provenience, style, and meaning of New Mexico santos in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. Included are 207 beautiful plates of religious images
and paintings, 153 in black and white, and 54 in color. Part II is followed by three
informative appendixes and a selective bibliography.
Part I of the volume, however, in effect an introduction, entitled "The Meaning
of Sacred Images in the Christian Tradition," is a bit disjointed and misleading.
It presents a broad survey of the history of Christian art in the western world,
omitting the role of the religious art of Spain. The absence of a comparative
analysis of religious art in Spain, and of emphasis on the direct influence of Spain's
religious artists in Spanish America in general (especially in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries-Spain's Golden Age of art), is an unexplainable omission.
Nowhere in the text do the words Catholic or Roman Catholic appear, although
the intense Catholic religious spirit of Spain was not only unique in Western
Europe, but was the inspiration and model of religious art throughout the Spanish
empire in the colonial period, including distant and isolated New Mexico. The
author makes no mention of the extensive religious art in New Mexico shipped
there from New Spain until the latter part of the eighteenth century; some of
these works were executed by fine artists in Mexico City, others by lesser or
untrained local talent in northern New Spain below the Rio Grande, and some
came directly from Spain, via New Spain.
Nor has the author drawn attention to the fact that the development of Catholic
religious art by local artists appeared in the region during the emergence of an
era of secul~ism in western Europe, including Spain, followed by anticlerical
government policies of the newly independent Republic of Mexico, during which
the Catholic Church in New Mexico was neglected, and the shipment of religious
images and paintings for devotional purposes diminished. The vacuum was filled
in various ways. In all parts of the Republic of Mexico, the Hispanic folk in the
rural areas were not to be denied religious art for devotion in their homes, and
a large number of small oil paintings on tin, by local artists north of Mexico City,
imitating traditional .Spanish religious art, made their way into private homes in
northern New Mexico in the early nineteenth century. In the 1830s, an enterprising business group in Birmingham, Alabama, struck thousands ofgold religious
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medals of Our Lady of Guadalupe, which it sold for profit in northern New Mexico,
and south of the Rio Grande, as a sideline to its lucrative Santa Fe Trade!
At the same time, some New Mexicans, to the best of their limited artistic
ability, each in his peculiar style, helped fill the gap by producing religious images
and paintings for local chapels, churches, and household devotion. Part II of the
book, the focus of this study, deals specifically with this uniquely original religious
folk art local Hispanic artists created. The author's inclusion of the most.extensive
and representative collection of photographs of New Mexican santos ever printed
in a single volume is a contribution in itself. However, the book is much more
than a catalogue of santos, as the author modestly states in his preface. In this
excellent study, the author of The Chapel of Our Lady of Talpa (1979) has added
a new dimension to the pioneer studies of E. Boyd, and others, on the Spanish
religious folk art of northern New Mexico for the period indicated.

Glen Echo, Maryland

J.

MANUEL ESPINOSA

THE FIRST LADIES OF NEW MEXICO. By Eunice Kalloch and Ruth K. Hall. Santa
Fe: Lightning Tree, 1982. Pp. 160. mus. $19.95.
FIRST LADIES, AT NATIONAL and state levels, have received little attention from
historians. Scholars have usually delivered the history of these public women into
the hands of costume historians who have often been content to describe inaugural
ball gowns. There is some of that fascination with the ball gowns of New Mexico's
first ladies in this book but much more. The authors have deftly woven together
clear and concise biographies of these twenty-two women. Sources include family
memoirs as well as newspaper accounts of the eighteen Anglo and four Hispanic
women who served in this public capacity in the sixty-four years of state history.
The importance of most of these women to their. husband's political career is
evident. Many early first ladies came from sheltered middle-class homes and
concentrated on social activities. Later women obtained more college education,
more frequently worked before marriage, and played an important economic role
in getting their households started. It is not clear from these biographies exactly
how many women used their business experiences to further their husband's
political career. It is clear, however, that the community volunteer work of first
ladies was very important.
Beyond their essential roles as model homemakers and volunteers there is little
reflection of the political concerns of the women in these lives of first ladies.
Except in the case of Amanda Lindsey who supported suffrage, organized temperance unions, and was active in reformist women's clubs, none was a political
leader in her own right. Lindsey was an important although brief model-less
than two years-for women's political activism on women's issues. This book
provides a careful collection of information on the political styles of an important
group of public women. One must look to other public women for other political
styles-to secretaries of state, office holders, to party and movement leaders. First
ladies were not average but representative of a special few women who as the
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wives of office holders played a unique role in politics. They established one
political model for women in New Mexico. This book is an enticing beginning for
the study of women in politics and for the collective biography of New Mexico
women that·will someday be written from these individual biographies.

New Mexico' State University

JOAN M. JENSEN

SONG OF THE HAMMER AND DRILL: THE COLORADO SAN JUANS 1860-1914. By
Duane A. Smith. Golden, Colorado: Colorado School of Mines Press, 1982.
Pp. xi, 181. Illus.; notes, index. $28.95.
"MINING GETS INTO ONE'S BLOOD-the adventure, the fascination, the expectation, perhaps even the danger" (p. 137). With this statement the author captures
the essence ofhis fascinating story. Indeed, mining has always claimed a prominent
though often romanticized place in the history o(the American West. But the
serious study of western mining society has attracted relatively few scholars,
perhaps because it has been assumed that stories of ordinary people doing ordinary
things in the mining camps would be of little interest to the reading public. In
this excellent book, Duane Smith has accepted this challenge. He has created a
masterful synthesis -of theday-to-day trials and tribulations, joys and sorrows,
victories and defeats of the courageous settlers of the mining districts of southwestern Colorado in the period from 1860 to 1914.
Smith sets his table with a feast of tantalizing tidbits from a vast array of sources.
Beginning with· the discovery year 1860, when Charles Baker found traces of gold
in a small park near present-day Silverton, the author guides the reader through
the boom-and-bust cycles of the region's development, always keeping the'recollections of those who lived through those trying times in the forefront of his
story. 'Confrontations with Indians, struggles between labor unions and mine
owners, advances in mining technology, transportation development in the area,
all of these issues receive due consideration. But happily the story is never far
removed from commentary on concerns about churches and schools, police and
fire protection, recreational outlets, cultural endeavors, and attitudes on prostitution and temperance in the mining camps. In these categories the author strikes
the mother lode, and here the mining camps come to life in the mind's eye of
the reader.
The book is, quite simply, a joy to read. Smith's sprightly writing style adds
just the right amount of seasoning to what could have been a prolific but rather
bland display of historical memorabilia. For example, when one encounters the
statement that "this coquette of a district [Rico], however, offered little bu't flirtation.... " (p. 58), then the rather prosaic statement that the Rico mining district
failed to live up to its expectations during its early years becomes a delightful
piece of imagery, sure to leave a vivid impression on the reader. The use of census
material is also skillfully adapted by the author to his purpose. As any good
historian, he does not ignore the significant- information to be gleaned from this
important source, b,ut where other writers might have used this data in graphs,
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charts, or appendices, Smith has artfully woven the material into the mainstream
of his narrative.
Finally, not the least among the commendable qualities of the book is the
selection of illustrations, many of them never before published. The incorporation
of two photographic essays and numerous other photos at appropriate points in
the volume provides a pleasing and informative supplement to the text.

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

NORMAN

J.

BENDER

OKLAHOMA; NEW VIEWS OF THE FORTY-SIXTH STATE. Edited by Anne Hodges
Morgan and H. Wayne Morgan. Norman; University of Oklahoma Press, 1982.
Pp. x, 308. Maps, notes, index. $16.95.
THIS IS NOT A HISTORY OF OKLAHOMA, nor is it the frequently written entrepreneural or "boosterism" state history. Rather; it is the continuing work of the editors
to present worthy analyses of the Oklahoma experience. Few efforts have been
better done than this one, and it is a needed departure from recent trends in
Oklahoma "historical writing."
Jerome O. Steffen insightfullysuggests in "Stages of Development in Oklahoma
History," that the state's story too often has lapsed into "unfounded chauvinistic
claims to uniqueness that reduce their scholarly merit" (p. 3). Oklahoma was not
unique but "an extension of a mind-set already well established when the first
white settlers made the land run in 1889" (p. 5). Steffens has grown weary of
promotional filiopietist studies in Oklahoma history and recommends a more
realistic approach.
Douglas D. Hale offers an overview of the population in "The People of Oklahoma: Economics and Social Change." His exhaustive research leads him to believe that Oklahomans have been trying to "understand their past and find an
identity of their own" (p. 31). Oklahoma has passed through at least four periods
of development, each lasting about a generation, and this development is still
occurring. Several factors such as "migration to, from, and within the state de"
termined much of its cultural complexion and economic orientation" (p. 33). Hale
believes the effect of economics and social change upon different groups merits
careful study.
Sheila Manes in "Pioneers and Survivors: Oklahoma's Landless Farmers," observes that "critical misconceptions exist about migration [to and from Oklahoma],
its social context and place in American development" (p. 93). For example,
historians have ignored, even misjudged the migration of "Okies" to California.
Moreover, in order to understand the plight of the landless, their struggles should
be viewed "in a comparative frame of reference, because it was part of the vast
process of modernization of agriculture that took place nationally and interna C
tionally" (p. 94).
Danney Goble's "Oklahoma Politics and the Sooner Electorate" is a search for
broad patterns in the state's political experience. He seeks to evaluate this "experience in terms of an evolving process answerable to its own internal logic" (p.
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133). He believes that Oklahoma's persistent tradition of negative politics has in
part precluded the development of a responsible party system, as well as leading
to many other problems.
Anne H. Morgan skillfully analyzes "Oklahoma in Literature," observing that
in The Grapes of Wrath, for example, John Steinbeck "perpetuated inaccuracies
and myths about the Dust Bowl days, yet the essence of what" he wro.te was
accurate (p. 199). Morgan notes that Indians and blacks have not "fully captured
the novelist's imagination" (p. 182).
Finally, Rennard Strickland in "Oklahoma's Story: Recording the History of
The Forty-Sixth State," offers a historiographical analysis of the research and
writing in Oklahoma history. His treatment is even-handed, if not too optimistic
an analysis of recent works in Oklahoma history. He seems to have a much higher
opinion of some works than would be customary in the history profession.
For conceptual framework, research, insights, and readability this work is superior. More such excellent scholarly studies need to be done to demonstrate that
Oklahoma historians finally have matured in their attitudes about themselves and
the state's past. Fortunately, this study emphasizes the standards for historical
research in Oklahoma history that Angie Debo, E. E. Dale, and more recently
A. M. Gibson have set. It is useful as a model other state historians could follow.

Oklahoma State University

JOE A. STOUT, JR.

WATER FOR WESTERN AGRICULTURE. Kenneth D. Frederick with James C. Hanson. Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press for Resources for the
Future, Washington, D.C., 1982. Pp. xiv, 241. Illus., notes, tables, index.
$15.00.
RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, IN KEEPING with its overall mission, has embarked
upon a research program assessing the resources and environmental factors involved in the expansion of American agriculture into the twenty-first century.
This present study makes its contribution to the overall program with its conclusions on the importance of western irrigated agriculture to American agriculture
and the effects a changing water supply will have on the future development of
western irrigation. The findings based upon original research and the analysis of
current literature and data relate to such factors as past trends in irrigated acreage,
current demands for water, water institutions, impact of rising energy and pumping costs, emerging technologies and environmental problems. The results are
surprisingly optimistic as viewed against the spate of doomsayers' predictions.
New water supplies will not be developed, but the returns to water in its more
efficient utilization promise agricultural productivity and growth well into the
twenty-first century. One caveat in this prospect results from institutional failure
to provide a free market for water. Farmers with low-cost, low-value water rights
refuse to conserve and therefore block legal changes permitting "water banking."
Paradoxically, freedom to transfer irrigation water rights to higher value municipal
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and industrial use offers the necessary competitive impulse to maximize irrigation
efficiency.
Following are some conclusions that may surprise even the au courant observer
of the western agricultural scene. By 1977 the total irrigated area of the nation
was sixty million acres, and fifty million of these acres were in seventeen western
states. The West as a section increased U.S. crop production by 70 percent from
1950 to 1977 as it added twenty-five million additional irrigated acres without any
net increase in total agricultural acreage. The higher yields under irrigation conditions actually reduced the crop area devoted to raising the four principal irrigated
crops: corn, sorghum, wheat, and cotton. Long-range projections for the next two
or three decades estimate that, even with an increase in crop prices, the expansion
of irrigation will slow to a mere 15 percent under the pressures of rising energy
and pumping costs for groundwater and the exhaustion of new surface water
resources. Most of the expansion will be in the Northern Plains states, principally
theSandhills area of Nebraska. Irrigated sorghum requiring less water will be
substituted for corn, which now is found on 92 percent of irrigated acres in
Nebraska. In the Texas High Plains irrigated sorghum and wheat will displace
corn in the future. Only slight increases in irrigation acreage will be registered
in the Mountain and the Pacific regions. Cotton will continue to be the most
profitable irrigated crop in California and wheat in the Pacific Northwest.
The West is not running out of water, just low-cost water. Still, the enforcement
of Indian water rights claims under the so-called Winters Doctrine may further
limit surface water for western agriculture. The growing salinity problem also
reduces irrigation capacity in the West. Increasing the quantity of surface water
through new reservoir construction, interbasin transfer, the "iceberg flotilla" solution, desalinization, and weather modification have been ruled out as too costly
or of limited application. Ground water "mining" will be cut back in reaction to
the steep rise in energy and pumping costs now being experienced. Conservation
and pollution mitigating practices are in place. Technology developed the center
pivot and computer scheduled drip irrigation systems. Tail water re-use systems
find application. Plant breeding for low water requirement and salt tolerance
crops are also under way. Only the pricing policy of Bureau of Reclamation frozen
intoforty-year contracts defies the cost economies that discipline the other western
water institutional distributors. All in all, the authors present a convincing case
for the supportive role of western irrigation agriculture. It will continue into the
twenty-first century to contribute to the surplus of food and fiber from American
farms so essential to the national economy.

San Jose State University

LAWRENCE B. LEE

MEXICO: FROM INDEPENDENCE .TO REVOLUTION, 1810-1910. Edited, with commentary, by W. Dirk Raat. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982. Pp.
xiv, 308. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $21. 50 cloth; $8.95 paper.
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHERS of Mexican history in the United States have long
been hampered by a lack of classroom materials on the nineteenth century, which
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has all too often been presented as a senselessly anarchic, at times almost tragic"
comic, epoch of caudillo rule. In assembling the first English-language anthology
of interpretations and documentary sources for this misunderstood century, Dirk
Raat has rendered an important pedagogical service. Moreover, he has done his
editing with care and not a little flair. The selection of pieces is imaginative, often
novel. The contributions generally work well together, building upon each other
thematically, and Raat provides upbeat introductions to the volume and its individual sections and raises provocative questions for classroom discussion in his
headnotes.
Although relying on the traditional periodization to structure his reader (i. e.,
"Independence," "Age of Santa Anna," "La ReformalFrench Intervention," "Porfiriato"), Raat applies a creative touch throughout the volume. After growing up
with John Wayne's perspective on the Alamo, the North American student is now
given "Santa Anny's" version of the campaign. Benito Juarez's ,"Notes for My
Children" provide insight into the cultural and psychological dimensions of the
Liberal leader's personality. In the midst of justifying his political career, leading
Porfirian cientifico Jose Limantour offers a surprisingly candid assessment of the
unravelling of the ancien regime in the face of hostile popular opinion. And the
sardonic musings on rural life a fa mexicana by North American journalist Charles
Flandrau afford the reader a valuable, often poignant, glimpse of conditions on
late ,Porfirian haciendas. (In this vein, one wishes the editor might also have
included an excerpt from Fanny Calderon de la Barca's Life in Mexico, an incisive
social commentary on urban life in the early national period.)
In addition to these lively contemporary accounts, Professor Raat presents
critical commentaries by Mexican pensadores Octavio Paz, Justo Sierra, and Daniel Cosio Villegas that explore problems of interpretation for the Independence
era, the Mexican War, and the Porfiriato, respectively. The editor's selection of
the Plan de Iguala (1821), the Manifesto of the Partido Liberal Mexicano (1906),
and Francisco Madero's Plan de San Luis Potosi (1910) provides valuable primary
sources for study of the political history of the period. A closing list of suggested
readings goes beyond standard sources, recommending pertinent audio visual
materials and literature on the use of films in teaching Mexican history. All in all,
the anthology is considerably more imaginative in its treatment of the latter part
of the nineteenth century than Carlos B. Gil's reader, The Age of Porfirio Diaz
(1977), and, I would suggest, far more rewarding for classroom use.
Yet the volume has limitations. Even allowing that the book is not intended
for specialists, one is, surprised by its overemphasis of traditional intellectual,
institutional, and political history. Raat's characterization of the entire period as
"Mexico's Age of caudillos" (p. xi) is suggestive in this regard. The second section
on the "Age of Santa Anna" might particularly have benefited from a selection on
the caste wars that plagued Mexico around mid-century and offer the student an
important social and agrarian dimension to the prevailing pattern 'of elite creole
political strife that Raat chooses to emphasize.
More unfortunate is the editor's failure to take notice--ifonly in the introductory
notes to each section or in the concluding bibliographical essay---of the more
recent historiographical trends in the literature', particularly the new work on
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political economy and social history, often in the form of regional studies. A perusal
of the "Suggested Readings" reveals6nly one item published after 1976-77, and
that the recent general survey by Meyer and Sherman.. One wonders if the
manuscript for the .anthology was essentially completed five years ago, then left
in the desk drawer while other projects intervened. Raat is correct to draw
attention to Beezley's important regional study of Porfirian Chihuahua (1973),
Hale's pioneering work.on intellectual history (1968, 1974), Acuna's Chicano interpretation of the Mexican War (1972), or Sinkin's andCoatsworth's groundbreaking
quantitative studies (1973 and 1974); however, to label them as "recent trends in
scholarship" (p. xii) in 1982-83 is a bit misleading. One searches in vain for specific
references to the new work by B. Tennenbaum on the political economy of the
early national period, or by L. Perry on the machine politics of Jmirezand Dfaz,
by F. Katz on dependent labor on Porfirian estates, by P. Vanderwood on social
banditry and social control, by D. Walker on urban labor, or the recent regional
monographic literature on the nineteenth century by S. Voss and E. Bu-Dehart
(Sonora), M. Wasserman (Chihuahua), C. Berry (Oaxaca), F. Schryer (ranchero
society in Hidalgo), W. Meyers (La Laguna), T. Benjamin (Chiapas), and R. Patch
and A. Wells (Yucatan}--among others. One can better appreciate the rich harvest
ofwork on the nineteenth century produced by Mexican and international scholars
within the last decade in two recent historiographical essays by Stephen R. Niblo
and Laurens B. Perry, and Thomas Benjamin-essays which, ideally, should be
cited in Professor Raat's closing bibliographical essay.

University of North Carolina
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